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ABSTRACT 

Water is most widely existing liquid in the earth; beyond all question, it takes a very 

important role in human daily life and many applications in industrial field. The heat 

transfer phenomena have drawn a great attention in the past decades. In the thesis, 

classical molecular dynamic simulations are carried out to study thermal and dynamic 

properties, including thermal conductivities, specific heat capacity, and shear viscosity. 

Though water molecule only has three charged atoms, but a number of water molecule 

models exist in the literature field. In this thesis, several rigid water molecule models are 

selected to perform the simulation. Then a non-equilibrium molecular dynamic is 

conducted to study nano-bubble growth and annihilation in the liquid water with rigid 

TIP3P. A nano-bubble is successfully generated, and pressure and surface tension of the 

bubble is obtained. Contact angle of a water droplet is also getting attention from micro- 

cooling engineers. A non-equilibrium molecular dynamics on contact angle of nano-size 

water droplet on a single wall carbon nanotube plate is performed. The gap distance 

between nano-tube affects the contact angle somehow, and a critical distance value that 

achieve largest contact angle is found. Rapid boiling phenomena of thin water film on a 

hot copper plate is also studied due to its application in various industrial fields, such as 

laser cleaning, thermal ink-jet printer, medical surgery. The entire process of the boiling 

phenomena is observed, and a piston-like motion of the film is analyzed. To the end, due 

to the size limitation of classical molecular dynamics, a hybrid simulation coupling 

molecular dynamic and computational fluid dynamic is developed to extend the 
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simulation size to micron based on open-source code LIGGGHTS and OpenFOAM. Heat 

transfer coefficient between argon flow and cold copper plate is studied and it is found 

that heat transfer coefficient can reach a very high value. In the future work, argon fluid 

could be replaced with normal liquid water molecules, and some similar or more 

complicated simulation can be performed within current framework. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Micro-/nano- technology has drawn a great attention in the past decades due to the 

desirability of miniaturization of devices. Many applications in various fields, such as 

biotechnology, high-performance computing, and microelectronic circuit, are increasingly 

evident. At the same time, many new issues are raised up due to the failure of application 

of conventional theory in thermal related mechanics design. For example, temperature 

prediction value from Fourier’s Law is lower by one magnitude than experimental data 

[1]. Obviously, the product designed based conventional theory many cause instability 

problems for real application. In order to reveal unknown mechanism in small scale, 

numerical simulation approach to some extent has no alternative in comparison with 

experimental method that cost highly and also has problems with data measurement for 

extreme small scales(both in time and space), especially for non-equilibrium thermal 

process.  

Generally speaking, there are mainly three modeling approaches existing for solving 

micro-scale problem, namely, continuum models, Boltzmann transport equation, and 

molecular approach.  

For micro-scale heat transfer continuum models, they can be further separated into 

several categories, according to the basic transport mechanisms and the type of energy 

carriers involved. Most familiar Fourier’s law usually will be adopted if the energy 
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carrier undergoes frequent collision and transport is diffusive. However, the most serious 

theoretical problem of Fourier’s law is that it implies an infinite speed of wave speed, in 

other words, it allows the entire system to feel the thermal effect when the surface of an 

object is instantaneously heated. To account for the finite speed of thermal wave, 

Catteneo’s equation[2] which essentially introduced a relaxation time τ that represents the 

time required to develop the heat flux after a temperature gradient is applied is 

introduced. Further, Tzou[3] introduced dual-phase model that has another relaxation 

time which accounts for the time period required to establish temperature gradient when a 

flux is applied. Another manner of continuum model is establishing energy conservation 

equation for each energy carriers, and couple the energy transfer between different energy 

carriers with coupling terms, such as Two-Temperature model[4] (TTM). However, 

continuum modeling approach may suffer from failure for two reasons no matter how it is 

constructed. One is that state property of material, such as temperature, cannot be well 

defined when the interested domain approaches to mean free path of molecule, thereby 

the continuum heat transfer equations become meaningless; the other is the non-linearity 

of thermo-physical properties due to size effect, such as thermal conductivity can be 

reduced significantly due to increased defect and/or grain boundary scattering [5]. When 

continuum model method is not able to capture certain phenomena, a more common and 

slightly more difficult method based on Boltzmann transport equation is employed. 

Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) is a conservation equation that conserves the 

number of particles in the phase space, as shown in equation 1.1.  
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(1.1) 

It has been proved that Fourier’s Law and Wave equation can be both obtained if 

apply Boltzmann transport equation to energy carrier phonon. However, the great 

difficulty is raised up by the collision term which is on the right-hand side, whose 

collision nature has not been fully examined though general expressions for the 

collisional frequencies of electron-electron, electron-phonon, and phonon-phonon 

scattering have already been derived. When Boltzmann transport equation has difficulties 

to be solved, a more computational exhaustive approach, molecular dynamics simulation, 

have to be adopted. Molecular dynamics method is extensively developed recently due to 

recent advances in computational capabilities; mainly it includes lattice dynamic 

approach, molecular dynamics simulations, and Monte Carlo simulations. Lattice 

dynamics approach is effective in calculating phonon dispersion relations; molecular 

dynamics has been proved that it has well predicted many phenomena in micro-scale with 

appropriate potential function; Monte Carlo simulation is also adopted in many studies, 

especially those systems involve electron and phonon. 

Since the work will be presented here is mainly based on classical molecular 

dynamics simulation, more detailed information on it will be provided in the following 

section. 
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1.2 Classical molecular dynamics  

Before we jump into the topic on how classical molecular dynamic is related to 

quantum mechanics, it worth to briefly review the history of current classical molecular 

dynamics framework. In 1957, Alder and Wainwright complete the first simulation on 

phase transition using MD simulation with hard sphere system[6]; In 1960, Gibson, 

Goland, Milgram and Vineyard[7], introduced the soft potential function for the first time 

into MD system that only have 500 atoms though; In 1964, Rahman[8] performed the 

first MD simulation with well-known Lennard-Jones(LJ) potential for argon and his work 

identified the modern MD simulation framework; In 1967, for the first time, Verlet 

[9]introduced the very famous and popular used Verlet time integration algorithm to MD 

simulation to study phase diagram of argon using LJ potential; In 1974, Stillinger and 

Rahman[10] conducted MD simulation on liquid water which is identified as the first MD 

simulation of a realistic system; In 1977, McCammon[11], et al. for the first time applied 

MD simulation to big molecule, protein. It is never too many of giving thanks to those 

great pioneers of classical molecular dynamics.  

In fact, molecular dynamics is a quite wide topic even though it is only one branch of 

atomistic simulation method. It is well accepted that Schrödinger equation plays the role 

as Newton’s equation does in classical mechanics. Ideally, any information of a dynamic 

system can be determined by solving Schrödinger equation. However, the equation is so 

complex that it can only be solved analytically for a very limited number of cases. Even 

the direct numerical simulation on computer can only provide solutions for very simple 
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system that also has a few number of particles due to the high dimension of the space the 

Schrödinger equation involve. Take an example of nuclei and electron system, the time-

independent Schrödinger equation can be expressed as, 

   ˆ ; ;n i n iH E  r R r R
 

(1.2) 

where  ;n i r R  is wave-function, 
nr  is position vector of electron, 

iR  is position 

vector of nuclei, E is total energy of the system and Ĥ  is quantum operator which can be 

converted from the Hamiltonian expression[12], 

22 2 2

' '

1 1

2 2 2 2

i ji n i

i n ij nn ini n n i ni j

Z Z e Z ee
H

M m
    

 
    

P p

r r R rR R

 

(1.3) 

where Pi and pn represents momenta of nuclei and electron, Zi is the atomic number of 

nucleus; Mi and m are masses of nuclei and electron respectively. As mentioned above, 

very few and simple cases can be solved analytically or numerically. Due to the 

difficulties of solving the Schrödinger equation, in 1923, Born and Oppenheimer noted 

that the mass of nuclei is much heavier than electrons; thereby they realized that the 

nuclei move on at time scale which is about two orders of magnitude longer than that of 

the electrons. By applying this assumption, the Schrödinger equation can be further split 

into equations that govern the dynamical behavior of nuclei and electron separately as 

following, 

     

   

; ;el n i i n i

nu i i

H V

H E

  


  

r R R r R

R R

 

(1.4) 

where  
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and 
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i i
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(1.6) 

The classical molecular dynamics is totally based on solving equation 1.6, and all the 

electron effects are incorporated in potential function  iV R . All the terminologies of 

molecular dynamic in the following section are referring to classical molecular dynamics 

if there is no special notification. In practice, the system is driven by solving a set of 

Newton’s equation that drives the evolution of the system by employing different 

efficient algorithms, such Verlet algorithm, Predictor-corrector, Leap-frog algorithm, 

Beeman’s algorithm etc. 

As mentioned above, classical molecular dynamic is a wide topic, this method can be 

further categorized into equilibrium molecular dynamics (EMD) and non-equilibrium 

molecular dynamics (NEMD) according to the state simulation system. Both of them will 

be briefly introduced in the following sections. 

1.2.1 Equilibrium molecular dynamics  

EMD is statistical mechanics theory based method. In order to have a better 

understanding of EMD, it is necessary to introduce very important concept of ensemble. 

An ensemble is a collection of all possible system which has different microscopic state 

but have an identical macroscopic or thermodynamic state. For example, a collection of 
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all possible configuration (p,q) that has fixed number of atoms(N), fixed volume (V) and 

fixed energy (E) is an ensemble (NVE), where p represent momentum vector and q is 

position vector of the system. Any interested property of the molecular system can be 

obtained by averaging all possible property values within the ensemble. For example, let 

A(p, q) represent a property with p and q configuration, then the property in macroscopic 

can be estimated by integrating over physical and momentum space, as shown in equation 

(1.7).  

   , ,
ensemble

A d d A   p q p q p q
 

(1.7) 

where ρ(p,q) is phase point probability density function. However, due to difficulties in 

very high dimensional integration and impossibility in traverse all phase points; it is not 

realistic to perform molecular dynamics by following the concept introduced above. 

Alternatively, an ergodic hypothesis which state ensemble average equals to time average 

if the number of samples is sufficiently enough is employed. 

In addition, much other useful formalism under the framework of equilibrium 

molecular dynamics is developed, like Green-Kubo formulas which relate the ensemble 

average of the auto-correlation of the flux. 

1.2.2 Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulation 

NEMD, which is similar to EMD, is also based on time-reversible equations of 

motion, Newton’s equation. A possible view point to distinguish NEMD from EMD is 

Liouville equations, as expressed by equation 1.8. 
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where  , ,t  q p is phase density function which describe the distribution of phase 

points. If 0
t





, then it is identified as EMD, whereas it is NEMD. In comparison with 

equilibrium molecular dynamic, non-equilibrium molecular dynamics not only provide 

another mean of computing transport coefficient, but also improve the calculation 

efficiency. Time correlation function, which is commonly used in EMD to compute 

transport properties based on Green-Kubo equation, like viscosity and thermal 

conductivity, require a large number of statistical samples and also sensitive to the sample 

intervals. Moreover, significant statistical error cannot be avoided because they represent 

the average response to naturally occurring fluctuation which is relatively smaller. 

Intuitively, NEMD also provide a degree of freedom to exam the system response to a 

larger perturbation. 

Generally, non-equilibrium molecular dynamics can be categorized into two types 

according to the ways used to affect the system, either through boundary or internal 

atoms. For the former, using non-period boundary condition that exposes the atoms to 

external momentum for the molecular box, like evaporation study of liquid; for the later, 

introducing the perturbation through equation of motion by modifying dynamics system, 

like introduce instant heat to system partially by interrupting the equations. The work in 

this thesis are mainly done with NEMD, different techniques will be shown in the 

flowing chapters, especially, Chapter 2, 3 and 4. 
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1.3 Water Models 

Since the work presented in the thesis is mainly based liquid water, it will be quite 

helpful for current and future research to review water models existing in the literature.  

In spite of simplicity of water molecule, there still no universally applicable water 

model available in literature to reproduce all properties successfully. To my 

understanding, this mainly caused by at least two reasons. The first one is lack of 

effective potential to describe interaction between water molecules. In fact, water 

potential is mainly composed of short-range part, van der Waals potential, and long range 

part, coulombs potential. The current potential being popularly employed are mainly two-

body potentials, however, it is shown that three-body effects contribute 14.5% to the 

internal energy for single water molecule[13]. The second reason could be the inaccuracy 

description of electron contribution. For example, many water models have emphasized 

the molecular polarization effect which is caused by many reasons, such as the 

redistribution of electrons or changes in the bond lengths and angles or the rotation of the 

whole molecule, on various macroscopic behaviors. Due to those difficulties, many 

models now built are most likely constructed for a specific purpose usage.  

According to decent literature review on water model by Martin Chaplin[14], water 

models can be separated into four categories, namely as type a, b, c and d in terms of 

structure, as shown in Figure 1-1. All a, b and c types are planar model, whereas type d is 

three dimensional. Among them, type a is also named as three site water model, type b 

and c are called as four-site water model, and type d is called five-site model. Error! 
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eference source not found. shows 23 popular rigid water models along with their 

structures and associated parameters. If models enable the bond stretching and angle 

bending with certain manners, such as harmonic spring, there are 46 distinct models 

existing in the literature. In fact, some the parameters, like σ and ε, l1, l2, will be slightly 

changed if different solving scheme are applied to coulomb potential. For example, like σ 

and ε should be modified to be other values if P3M solver is used to solve for long-range 

force. Therefore, it is clearly to see that more than 46 water models available in the 

literature in total.  

 

Figure 1-1 Four types of water molecules[14] 



 

1
1
 

Table 1-1 Parameters for different types of water models[14] 

 

 

Model Type σ(Å)  ε kJ mol-1  l1(Å) l2(Å) q1(e) q2(e) θ(℃) φ(℃) 

SSD -8  3.016 15.319 - - - - 109.47 109.47 

SPC  a 3.166 0.65 1 - 0.41 -0.82 109.47 - 

SPC/E a 3.166 0.65 1 - 0.4238 -0.8476 109.47 - 

SPC/HW(D2O)  a 3.166 0.65 1 - 0.435 -0.87 109.47 - 

SPC/Fw a 3.166 0.65 1.012 - 0.41 -0.82 113.24 - 

TIP3P a 3.15061 0.6364 0.9572 - 0.417 -0.834 104.52 - 

TIP3P/Fw a 3.1506 0.6368 0.96 - 0.417 -0.834 104.5 - 

PPC b 3.234 0.6 0.943 0.06 0.517 -1.034 106 127 

TIP4P c 3.15365 0.648 0.9572 0.15 0.52 -1.04 104.52 52.26 

TIP4P-Ew c 3.16435 0.680946 0.9572 0.125 0.52422 -1.04844 104.52 52.26 

TIP4P-FQ  c 3.15365 0.648 0.9572 0.15 0.631 -1.261 104.52 52.26 

TIP4P/Ice  c 3.1668 0.8822 0.9572 0.1577 0.5897 -1.1794 104.52 52.26 

TIP4P/2005 c 3.1589 0.7749 0.9572 0.1546 0.5564 -1.1128 104.52 52.26 

SWFLEX-AI c Four terms used 0.9681 0.141,3 0.6213 -1.2459 102.71 51.351 

COS/G3 c 3.17459 0.9445 1 0.15 0.450672 -0.901344 109.47 - 

GCPM c 3.69 0.91464 0.9572 0.27 0.6113 -1.2226 104.52 52.26 

SWM4-NDP c 3.18395 0.88257 0.9572 0.24034 0.55733 -1.11466 104.52 52.26 

ST2 d 3.1 0.31694 1 0.8 0.24357 -0.24357 109.47 109.47 

TIP5P d 3.12 0.6694 0.9572 0.7 0.241 -0.241 104.52 109.47 

TIP5P-Ew d 3.097 0.7448 0.9572 0.7 0.241 -0.241 104.52 109.47 

TTM2-F c Five parameters used 0.9572 0.7 0.574 -1.148 104.52 52.26 

POL5/TZ d 2.98374 4 0.9572 0.5 varies5  -0.42188 104.52 109.47 

Six-site c/d 
3.115OO 0.715OO 

0.98 
0.8892L 

0.477 
-0.044L 

108 111 

0.673HH 0.115HH 0.230M -0.866M 

http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#f
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#h
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref.html#94
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref.html#3
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref3.html#220
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref7.html#649
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#197
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#a
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#a
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref9.html#838
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#984
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#a
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#a
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#a
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#d
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#back1
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#d
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#d
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~hetheriw/astro/rt/info/water/water_models.html#e
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Table 1-2 gives some published results on dipole moments, dielectric constant, self-

diffusion, average configurational energy, maximum density, and expansion coefficient, 

which are done by many other researchers, with various water models. It is clearly shown 

that different water models have very different strength in predicting those properties. 

Almost all the models has good performance in predicting dipole moment, average 

configuration energy, while for the other properties a big variation among them can be 

observed, for example, maximum density. It is worth to notice that model PPC which is a 

simple three-site water model has an impressive performance in almost all of the 

properties prediction; however, its structure is very different from what it is in minds, 

which has a symmetric structure. Though many works have been well done and reported, 

some properties that related to liquid water flow’s dynamic property or thermal property, 

which are important for thermal flow related engineering problems, have not been 

examined, for example, shear viscosity and thermal conductivity. In this work, eight rigid 

water models are selected to study their performances in predicting those properties in 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Chapter 2 shows thermal conductivity, shear Viscosity and 

specific Heat of rigid water models; Chapter 3 studied the temperature-dependent thermal 

conductivity and shear viscosity for rigid water models; Chapter 4 investigated nano-

bubble’s growth and annihilation in liquid water by non-equilibrium molecular dynamics; 

Chapter 5 reveals contact angle of water droplet on a single wall carbon nanotube plate; 

Chapter 6 studied the behavior of a thin water film on a hot copper plate; Chapter 7 

provide an atomistic-continuum hybrid simulation framework based CFDEM that 
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combined massive particle simulator LIGGGHTs and CFD toolbox OpenFOAM, and 

gives an insight of convective phenomena in micro-scale for argon fluid flow on copper 

wall. 

 



 

1
4
 

Table 1-2 properties predicted by different water models[14] 

 

Model 
Dipole 

moment 

Dielectric 

constant 

Self-diffusion, 

10-5 cm2/s 

Average 

configurational 

energy, kJ mol-1 

Density maximum,℃ Expansion coefficient,10-4℃-1 

SSD 2.35 72 2.13 -40.2  -13  - 

SPC 2.27 65 3.85 -41.0  -45 7.3 

SPC/E 2.35 71 2.49 -41.5  -38  5.14 

SPC/Fw 2.39 79.63 2.32 - - 4.98 

PPC 2.52 77 2.6 -43.2  +4  - 

TIP3P 2.35 82 5.19 -41.1  -91 9.2 

TIP3P/Fw 2.57 193 3.53 - - 7.81 

TIP4P 2.18 53 3.29 -41.8  -25  4.4 

TIP4P-Ew 2.32 62.9 2.4 -46.5 +1  3.1 

TIP4P-FQ 2.64 79 1.93 -41.4  +7  - 

TIP4P/2005 2.305 60 2.08 - +5  2.8 

SWFLEX-AI 2.69 116 3.66 -41.7  - - 

COS/G3 2.57 88 2.6 -41.1  - 7.0 

GCPM 2.723 84.3 2.26 -44.8  -13 - 

SWM4-NDP 2.461 79 2.33 -41.5 - - 

TIP5P 2.29 81.5 2.62 -41.3  +4  6.3 

TIP5P-Ew 2.29 92 2.8 - +8 4.9 

TTM2-F 2.67 67.2 1.4 -45.1  - - 

POL5/TZ 2.712 98 1.81 -41.5  +25 - 

Six-site 1.89 33 - - +14 2.4 

Expt. 2.95 78.4 2.30 -41.5  +3.984 2.53 

http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref6.html#511
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref6.html#511
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref6.html#511
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#181
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#185
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#182
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#185
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref8.html#704
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref.html#3
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref.html#3
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#182
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref.html#3
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#183
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#994
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#994
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#994
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#994
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#994
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref.html#3
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref.html#3
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref.html#3
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref.html#3
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#184
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref.html#3
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#182
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#994
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#994
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#994
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#994
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#182
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref7.html#649
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref7.html#649
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref7.html#649
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#197
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#197
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#197
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref3.html#201
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#197
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#984
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#984
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#984
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#984
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref10.html#984
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref.html#3
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref.html#3
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref.html#3
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref.html#3
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref8.html#704
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref8.html#704
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref8.html#704
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref8.html#704
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref8.html#704
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref9.html#859
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#182
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref11.html#1027
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref11.html#1027
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref11.html#1027
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref11.html#1027
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref3.html#256
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref3.html#256
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref3.html#256
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref3.html#256
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref3.html#256
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref5.html#491
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref5.html#491
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref5.html#491
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref5.html#491
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/data.html#Dipole%20moment
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/data.html#Dielectric%20constant
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/data.html#Diffusion%20coefficient
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/ref2.html#180
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/data.html#Density
http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/data.html#Expansion
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1.4 Open-Source 

1.4.1 LAMMPS 

LAMMPS with an acronym for Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel 

Simulator is distributed as an open source classical molecular dynamics code under the 

terms of the GPL, by Sandia National Laboratories. It has potentials for soft materials 

(biomolecules, polymers) and solid-state materials (metals, semiconductors) and coarse-

grained or mesoscopic systems. It can be used to model atoms or, more generically, as a 

parallel particle simulator at the atomic, meso, or continuum scale. It runs on single 

processors or in parallel using message-passing techniques and a spatial-decomposition 

of the simulation domain. The code is designed to be easy to modify or extend with new 

functionality. 

1.4.2 OpenFOAM 

Introduction from OpenFOAM webpage: The OpenFOAM® (Open Field Operation 

and Manipulation) CFD Toolbox is a free, open source CFD software package produced 

by OpenCFD Ltd. It has a large user base across most areas of engineering and science, 

from both commercial and academic organizations. OpenFOAM has an extensive range 

of features to solve anything from complex fluid flows involving chemical reactions, 

turbulence and heat transfer, to solid dynamics and electromagnetics. It includes tools for 

meshing, notably snappyHexMesh, a parallelised mesher for complex CAD geometries, 

and for pre- and post-processing. Almost everything (including meshing, and pre- and 

http://lammps.sandia.gov/open_source.html
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html
http://www.sandia.gov/
http://www.openfoam.com/legal/open-source.php
http://www.openfoam.com/about
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post-processing) runs in parallel as standard, enabling users to take full advantage of 

computer hardware at their disposal. 

By being open, OpenFOAM offers users complete freedom to customise and extend its 

existing functionality, either by themselves or through support from OpenCFD. It follows 

a highly modular code design in which collections of functionality (e.g. numerical 

methods, meshing, physical models, …) are each compiled into their own shared library. 

Executable applications are then created that are simply linked to the library 

functionality. OpenFOAM includes over 80 solver applications that simulate specific 

problems in engineering mechanics and over 170 utility applications that perform pre- 

and post-processing tasks, e.g. meshing, data visualization, etc. 

1.4.3 CFDEM 

CFDEM is mainly an extension of library based on OpenFOAM source code, by 

integrating LIGGGHTs, which is an improved version of LAMMPS, into an innovative 

library. Users are allowed to create solver that is able to couple particle based approach, 

granular particles, and continuum method, Navier-Stokes equation. 

1.5 Dissertation Objectives 

The objective of this work is outlined as: 

1 Investigate water properties, shear viscosity, thermal conductivity, and specific heat, 

through non-equilibrium molecular dynamics, by using eight popular water models. Not 

only the method developed here is able to directly apply to other water models, but also it 

will show the strengths of those selected rigid models. 

http://www.openfoam.com/support
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Library_(computing)#Shared_libraries
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linker_(computing)
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2 Study on dynamic behavior, such as nano-bubble growth/annihilation, rapid boiling 

of thin water film, and contact behavior on hydraulic material, is also be done to reveal 

the special dynamic and thermal phenomena occur in the ‘smallWorld’. 

3 With the purpose of making full use of the existing high-performance open source 

codes, LIGGGHTs and OpenFOAM, a dynamic library which is linkable during 

computation is developed, and a solver that is able to coupling MD and CFD is 

developed, validated and applied to investigate heat transfer behavior between solid 

copper wall and liquid argon flow. 
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Chapter 2 Thermal Conductivity, Shear Viscosity and Specific 

Heat of Rigid Water Models 

2.1 Introduction 

In the past decades, many water models are developed along with the intensive 

investigation on water by large number of molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo 

simulations. A 2002 review indicates that there are 46 water models[15], which were 

classified as rigid, flexible and polarizable models[16]. Recently, researchers proposed 

new well-performance models which are reparameterized based on the existing ones. For 

instance, TIP4P/2005[17], which is designed to be a general purpose model for 

condensed phase of water, has an impressive performance in predicting a variety number 

of thermophysical properties; TIP4P-Ew[18], which is another extend version of four-site 

rigid water model, has a global improvement of predicting water properties; It has been 

reported that TIP5P-Ew[19] has great performance in reproducing experiment data for 

liquid water.  

However, none of the above models has the capability to perfectly reproduce all 

properties of water, which probably leads to confusion when researchers need to choose 

appropriate model in the molecular dynamics simulations of different problems. For 

example, different water solvent in biology molecular dynamics can lead to reasonable or 

unreasonable results[20]. Furthermore, although various properties are investigated and 

advantage and disadvantage also are reported, independent papers that report the 

comparison the performances on reproducing thermophysical properties from different 

models are seldom. González and Abascal calculated the shear viscosity with Green-
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Kubo model and compared the results obtained from five rigid water models, which 

include TIP3P[21], TIP4P[21], TIP5P[22], SPC/E[23] and TIP4P/2005, with experiment 

data[24]. However, evaluations of different models on predicting thermal conductivity 

and specific heat have not been done. There exist two main methods, equilibrium 

molecular dynamics (EMD) and nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD), to 

determine shear viscosity and thermal conductivity. Green-Kubo method[25] is based on 

EMD that transport properties are related to the time integral of a correlation function. It 

usually can predict the result with a reasonable accuracy and precision. However, it 

suffers from the difficulties on complications of determining the microscopic heat flux 

(or other required instant properties) and slow convergence of the time integral of the 

heat flux (or other required instant properties) autocorrelation function. To overcome 

these limits of Green-Kubo method, a non-equilibrium molecular dynamics approach has 

been developed by Florian Müller-Plathe[26, 27]. An accurate and efficient Reverse Non-

Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (RNEMD) method for monoatomic molecular fluids 

was proposed. Later, Bedrov and Smith[28] extended the RNEMD to rigid polyatomic 

molecular fluids while still conserve energy and momentum of the system. However, 

results obtained from RNEMD somehow depend on swap frequency and carefully 

choosing the value is required. 

In this paper, thermal conductivity will be calculated using RNEMD method for 

liquid water under one atmosphere and different temperatures (298K, 318K). The reason 

of choosing RNEMD is that the operations of this approach is similar to real technique 

when measuring thermal or dynamic properties of fluids in the laboratories; thus it can 

physically reflect the properties of fluids in a “real” situation. However, it should also be 
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pointed out that the fluxes imposed in these MD simulations are different compared to 

real experiments, so the convergence of the calculated results with respect to the imposed 

fluxes should be checked. For RNEMD, the result must be converged as long as a steady 

state is established in the simulation box. For shear viscosities, a similar approach [15] is 

used to impose momentum flux (jz) to the system by exchanging momentum of a mount 

of molecules in two specific slabs and then calculate the stable velocity gradient in a 

selected direction. Heat capacities will be calculated according to the assumed linear 

response[29] between enthalpy (or internal energy) and temperature. Therefore, enthalpy 

and internal energy of the system will be recorded during a gradual cooling process of the 

system. The following eight rigid models, SPC [30, 31], SPC/E, TIP3P, TIP4P, 

TIP4P/2005, TIP4P-Ew, TIP5P and TIP5-Ew, are selected to carry out these simulations 

in this work based on their relatively successful performance as reported in the literatures.  

2.2 Physical Model and Method 

For classical molecular dynamics, potential function plays a key role in driving 

atoms’ evolutions in space. All potential functions of rigid water molecules share the 

same form, which consist of the contributions from electrostatic, dispersion and repulsive 

forces: 

 (2.1) 

where, a and b denotes two different molecules, subscript i and j represent atom i in one 

individual molecule for all three-site rigid water molecule, kc is electrostatic constant. For 

four- and five-site rigid water models, i and j represent massless but charged site in the 

first summation, still denotes atom in the second summation. Short range force is 
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neglected when the distance of two atoms exceeds the cutoff distance, while long range 

force is evaluated with PPPM method[32] which splits long range effect into short range 

and long range parts. For four- and five-site models, Coulomb forces on virtual sites are 

redistributed to real atoms[30]. All parameters for different potentials are given in Table 

2-1.  

For rigid polyatomic molecule, the degree of freedom of each atom should be 

carefully treated through equation below when calculating the atomic temperature, 

 (2.2) 

where c is the number of constrains due to geometry constrain algorithm (here SHAKE 

[33] is employed), and kb is Boltzmann constant. Since the shapes of all water molecules 

are geometrically fixed, c can be calculated easily for each atom. Here c is 1 if the degree 

of freedom counting method in reference[27] is applied, i.e., one constraint of one atom 

contribute to 1/2 constrain. The temperature in each slab can be estimated by averaging 

all atomic temperature within, while heat flux (q) can be calculated by accumulating 

exchanged molecular kinetic energies. After heat flux (q) and temperature gradient are 

obtained, Fourier’s Law can be employed to calculate thermal conductivity.  

 (2.3) 

For shear viscosity calculation, degree of freedom estimation will not be a concern, 

and all procedures are similar. Velocity in each slab is calculated locally by averaging all 

atoms’ velocity[34]. Simulation is done until symmetric temperature or velocity profile is 

stably established.  
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The enthalpy of the system, which will be used for specific heat calculation, is 

calculated by summing up internal energy and the product of pressure and volume of the 

system, while internal energy accounts for potential energy (Van der Waals, Coulomb 

pairwise energy, etc) and kinetic energy. 

 (2.4) 

where P and V are pressure and the volume of the simulation box, Ke is kinetic energy, Pe 

is potential energy, and Ee is internal energy. Specific heats at constant pressure and 

constant volume will be calculated through the following formulas: 

 (2.5) 

and 

 (2.6) 

where, M is the total mass of the simulation box. 

In these simulations, all water molecules systems are treated in the same manner, 

except applying different potential and geometrical parameters (see Table 2-1). 



 

2
3
 

 

Table 2-1 Parameters of 8 rigid water models 

Model σ(Å) 

ε(Kcal mole-

1) qH(e) qO(e) θ° φ° qM/qL(Å) LB(Å) 

SPC 3.16600 0.15535 0.41000 

-

0.82000 109.47 N/A N/A 1.00000 

SPC/E 3.16600 0.15535 0.42380 

-

0.84760 109.47 N/A N/A 1.00000 

TIP3P 3.15061 0.15210 0.41700 

-

0.83400 104.52 N/A N/A 0.97520 

TIP4P 3.15365 0.16348 0.52000 

-

1.04000 104.52 N/A 0.15000 0.97520 

TIP4P-Ew 3.16435 0.16275 0.52422 

-

1.04844 104.52 N/A 0.12500 0.97520 

TIP4P/2005 3.15890 0.18521 0.55640 -1.11280 104.52 N/A 0.15460 0.97520 

TIP5P 3.12000 0.15999 0.24100 

-

0.24100 104.52 109.47 0.70000 0.97520 

TIP5P-Ew 3.09700 0.17801 0.24100 

-

0.24100 104.52 109.47 0.70000 0.97520 
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For transport properties evaluation, all the simulation has been performed in 

canonical ensemble (NVT) using the artificial mass based Nośe-Hoover thermostat[35] 

for a sample size of 900 water molecules cubic system, whose boundaries is treated as 

periodic with dimension of 30Å×30Å×30Å. Thus the density is 996.67 kg/m3. The 

simulation box is divided into 20 slabs in z direction, and 10 hottest molecules at bottom 

slab and coldest in middle slab will be selected to exchange kinetic energy (or momentum 

in the x-direction for shear viscosity calculation). The simulation time step is 1 fs and the 

total time is 2ns, excluding the equilibration stage. The cut-off distance for short range 

force is 1.04 nm. An equilibration of 0.2 ns is carried out before RNEMD is performed. 

In order to achieve a reasonable linear response, swap frequencies of 200 and 50 are 

carefully chosen for thermal conductivity and shear viscosity calculations, respectively. 

The sample times of calculating gradients are 200 ps. For specific heat at constant 

volume simulation is performed in NVT ensemble, while specific heat at constant 

pressure is done in NPT ensemble. Nośe-Hoover thermostat relax the temperature every 

10 fs, while for Nośe-Hoover barostat control pressure every 100 fs. The value of internal 

energy in NVT ensemble and enthalpy in NPT ensemble are recorded when the 

temperature of the system is controlled at various temperatures namely, 283K, 293K, 

303K, 313K, 323K, 333K and 343K. In order to carry out simulation within the 

framework of the open-source molecular dynamics software LAMMPS[36], RNEMD for 

thermal conductivity and shear viscosity for polyatomic molecule fluid are implemented. 

While five-site rigid water models are also available with PPPM/TIP5P solver to obtain 

long range coulomb force, some additional function including counting degree of 

freedom for single atom are also added into the original codes.  
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It is worth to notice that though TIP4P-Ew and TIP5P-Ew are designed to model with 

Ewald summation technique, since PPPM has can well approach the same precision of 

Ewald summation when mesh grids increased, and considering of it is high efficiency, all 

these long range coulomb interaction are solved with PPPM method. In order to get a 

reasonable mesh number for PPPM solver, shear viscosity, thermal conductivity, and 

specific heats are calculated with both standard Ewald summation and PPPM solver. The 

relative errors for each value are listed in Table 2-2, when mesh grids number is 30 in 

each direction. The results indicate that 30×30×30 is sufficient to approximate the 

precision of standard Ewald summation. 

Table 2-2 Comparison of results from different Kspace Solver 

298K/SPC Ewald PPPM RE 

K (W m-1 K-1) 0.89 0.88 2.01% 

η (Pa∙s) 2.81×10-5 2.72×10-4 3.32% 

cv (kJ Kg-1 K-1) 3.82 3.45 9.54% 

cp (kJ Kg-1 K-1) 4.33 4.45 -2.69% 

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

Figure 2-1, as a sample of generated temperature gradient, shows a linear temperature 

profile established at domain range from the top slab to the middle in TIP5P-Ew 

molecule composed system at 318K. The linear response is very good. The thermal 

conductivities at 298K and 318K are given in Table 2-3.  
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Figure 2-1 Established temperature gradient for TIP5P-Ew water system at 318K 

 

It can be seen that both five-site rigid model have the better performance among all 

the reported cases: the relative errors at 298K and 318K are 11.32% and 4.08% (TIP5P), 

1.87% and 7.59% (TIIP5P-Ew), respectively. For 298K, TIP5P-Ew has better 

performance than TIP5P model, while TIP5P performs better than TIP5P-Ew at 318K. In 

contrast, SPC model overestimate the thermal conductivity by 44.39% and 36.96%; 

SPC/E has over predicted by 53.17% and 47.53%; TIP3P has relative error at 45.59% and 

49.08%. Four-site models also yield large relative error range from 34.87% to 49.11%. In 

addition, the experiment data shows the trends that thermal conductivity for liquid water 

increase with increasing temperature at one atmosphere pressure. The results in this work 

indicate that five models (SPC/E, TIP3P, TIP4P, TIP4P-Ew, TIP5P-Ew) could predict this 

trends. Therefore, take the trends prediction factor,TIP5P-Ew still can be considered to be 

the best.  
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Table 2-3 Thermal conductivities at 298 K and 318 K 

298K 

 

heat flux  

(Kcal mole-1 Å-

2 fs-1) 

temperature 

gradient 

(K Å-1) 

thermal 

conductivity 

(W m-1 K-1) 

relative 

error 

% 

SPC 6.54×10-5 2.59 0.880±0.020 44.39 

SPC/E 6.28×10-5 2.34 0.930±0.016 53.17 

TIP3P 6.39×10-5 2.51 0.880±0.019 45.59 

TIP4P 6.33×10-5 2.68 0.820±0.015 35.02 

TIP4P-Ew 6.26×10-5 2.43 0.900±0.013 47.48 

TIP4P-2005 6.33×10-5 2.43 0.910±0.014 49.11 

TIP5P 6.07×10-5 3.12 0.680±0.007 11.32 

TIP5P-Ew 5.95×10-5 3.34 0.620±0.007 1.87 

Exp[37] 
  

0.610 
 

318K 

SPC 6.91×10-5 2.75 0.870±0.019 36.96 

SPC/E 6.92×10-5 2.56 0.940±0.016 47.53 

TIP3P 7.02×10-5 2.57 0.950±0.023 49.08 

TIP4P 6.83×10-5 2.76 0.860±0.015 34.87 

TIP4P-

Ew 

6.79×10-5 2.50 0.940±0.017 48.42 

TIP4P-

2005 

6.79×10-5 2.73 0.860±0.013 35.81 

TIP5P 6.54×10-5 3.43 0.660±0.006 4.08 

TIP5P-

Ew 

6.44×10-5 3.26 0.680±0.004 7.59 

Exp[37]  
  

0.630 
 

 

The velocity gradient of TIP4P/2005 at 318K is shown in Figure 2-2, where the linear 

relation between vx and z can be observed. Table 2-4 summarizes the shear viscosity of 

each model at 298K and 318K, respectively. It can be seen that TIP5P and TIP5P-Ew still 

showed the best performances, with relative error ranging from 8.61% to 12.03% 

(relatively larger than thermal conductivity results), in comparison with other models, at 

298K. For the cases at 318K, the performances are even better with small and stable 

relative error, 10.91% and 12.81%, respectively. The results indicate that all of eight rigid 
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models can predict decreasing trends of shear viscosity with increasing temperature. It is 

worthwhile to mention that shear viscosity obtained from RNEMD is close to that from 

Green-Kubo method for some models, compare to the value in reference[24].The values 

from reference 10 is also listed in Table 2-4 (column 4, in the parenthesis). For examples, 

the value of TIP3P from RNEMD is 0.318±0.0041 m Pa∙s, while the result from Green-

Kubo method is 0.321 m Pa∙s. Meanwhile, the viscosity obtained using TIP4P is 

0.417±0.0072 m Pa∙s, while the value obtained from Green-Kubo method is 0.494 m Pa∙

s. When TIP5P model is used in the RNEMD simulation, the viscosity is 0.783±0.0504 m 

Pa∙s whereas Green-Kubo method yields 0.699 m Pa∙s. For SPC model and TIP4P-2005 

model, the differences, which are relatively larger, are -54.2% and -32.7%, respectively. 

Moreover the result based on Green-Kubo method shows that TIP4P/2005 is the best 

model for shear viscosity prediction at 298K, which is different from the conclusion 

obtained from RNEMD. Since RNEMD is an approach close to the real experiment 

technique; the obtained results are still meaningful that can be a guide for other non-

equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations treating with those systems composed with 

rigid-water molecules. 
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Figure 2-2 Established velocity gradient for TIP4P/2005 water system at 318K 

 

Specific heat simulations are also performed in NVT and NPT ensemble within the 

same simulation boxes. The internal energy and enthalpy are obtained during the gradual 

cooling process in the simulation boxes from 343K to 283K. The relationship between 

enthalpy (internal energy) and temperature for SPC/E (TIP4P-Ew) model is shown in 

Figure 2-3(Figure 2-4).  
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Figure 2-3 Relation between enthalpy and temperature for SPC/E water system 

 

Figure 2-3 indicates the linear relationship between enthalpy and temperature, while 

Figure 2-4 shows the similar relation between internal energy and temperature.  

 
Figure 2-4 Relation between internal energy and temperature for TIP4P-Ew water system 
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The values of specific heats are corresponding to the slopes of Figure 2-3 and Figure 

2-4, since the assumed linear relationship is applied. The obtained specific heats are 

given in Table 2-4.  

Table 2-4 Shear viscosities at 298 K and 318 K 

298K 

 

momentum 

flux  

(g mole-1 Å-1 

fs-2) 

velocity 

gradient 

(Å fs-1) 

shear viscosity 

(Pa∙s) 

relative 

error 

% 

SPC 1.25×10-5 3.81×10-4 (2.720±0.026)×10-4 69.49 

SPC/E 
1.45×10-5 3.61×10-4 (3.340±0.038)×10-

4(7.290×10-4) 

62.53 

TIP3P 
1.41×10-5 3.67×10-4 (3.180±0.041)×10-

4(3.21×10-4) 

64.23 

TIP4P 
1.72×10-5 3.42×10-4 (4.17±0.072)×10-

4(4.940×10-4) 

53.15 

TIP4P-

Ew 

1.99×10-5 2.89×10-4 (5.730±0.096)×10-

4(8.550×10-4) 

35.61 

TIP4P-

2005 

2.09×10-5 3.01×10-4 (5.750±0.085)×10-4 35.37 

TIP5P 
2.68×10-5 2.84×10-4 (7.830±0.504)×10-

4(6.99×10-4) 

12.03 

TIP5P-

Ew 

2.66×10-5 2.71×10-4 (8.130±0.512)×10-4 8.61 

Exp [25]   8.900×10-4  

318K 

SPC 1.18×10-5 4.04×10-4 (2.420±0.022)×10-4 60.04 

SPC/E 1.36×10-5 3.86×10-4 (2.910±0.030)×10-4 51.93 

TIP3P 1.31×10-5 3.93×10-4 (2.780±0.030)×10-4 54.22 

TIP4P 1.57×10-5 3.74×10-4 (3.480±0.052)×10-4 42.59 

TIP4P-

Ew 

1.84×10-5 3.34×10-4 (4.580±0.073)×10-4 24.51 

TIP4P-

2005 

1.93×10-5 3.37×10-4 (4.760±0.071)×10-4 21.56 

TIP5P 2.60×10-5 3.15×10-4 (6.840±0.461)×10-4 12.81 

TIP5P-

Ew 

2.59×10-5 3.20×10-4 (6.720±0.486)×10-4 10.91 

Exp [25]   6.060×10-4  

 

It is interesting to note that three-site models (SPC, SPC/E, TIP3P) come out to be 
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the best models to predict the specific heat at constant volume, while TIP5P and TIP5P-

Ew overestimated the values much more than others. The value of specific heat at 

constant pressure predicted by SPC/E, TIP3P and TIP4P agree well with experimental 

results.  

Table 2-5 specific heats 

 

cp 

(KJ Kg-1 K-1) 

relative error 

% 

cv 

(KJ Kg-1 K-1) 

relative error 

% 

SPC 4.25591 1.82 3.46096 17.20 

SPC/E 4.51339 7.98 4.12349 1.35 

TIP3P 4.48039 7.19 4.14095 0.93 

TIP4P 4.93893 18.16 4.55668 9.01 

TIP4P-Ew 4.79089 14.61 4.91585 17.60 

TIP4P-2005 4.99979 19.61 5.14207 23.02 

TIP5P 5.02839 20.30 6.56332 57.02 

TIP5P-Ew 5.90856 41.35 5.65392 35.26 

Exp[25] 4.18 
 

4.18 
 

 

However, the consistency between two specific heats is not well. If taking all these 

results together, it can be found that three-site model, TIP3P, turns to be the best in 

prediction both specific heats. 

2.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, if molecular dynamics method is used to simulate heat transfer for a 

rigid water molecular system, the five-site models (TIP5P-Ew) are better choices. For 

dynamic problem that involves water flow in micro and nano-systems, the five-site 

models (TIP5P, TIP5P-Ew) are also appropriate choices. If a problem emphasizing 

dynamic response of the temperature to a heatwelling or cooling process, the three-site 

models are good candidates, especially TIP3P model. 
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Chapter 3 Prediction of the Temperature-Dependent Thermal 

Conductivity and Shear Viscosity for Rigid Water Models 

3.1 Introduction 

Water properties have been intensively investigated in the past decades, at the 

molecular simulation level – both from quantum (AIMD)[38] and classical molecular 

dynamics. Many types of water models are proposed with the purpose of reproducing the 

properties as much as possible. A 2002 literature review indicates that there are 46 water 

models[15], which are categorized into rigid, flexible and polarizable models[16]. 

Recently, new well-performance models which are reparameterized based on the existing 

ones are proposed through further studies. For instance, TIP4P/2005[17] that is designed 

to be a general purpose model for condensed phase of water has an impressive 

performance in predicting a variety of thermal properties. Another extended version of 

four-site rigid water model, TIP4P-Ew[18], has a global improvement in predicting water 

properties. TIP5P-Ew[19] that was reparameterized based on TIP5P model has been 

reported that it has great performance in reproducing experiment data for liquid water.  

However, none of the above models has the capability to perfectly reproduce all 

properties of water, which leads to confusion when researchers need to choose an 

appropriate model before conducting their molecular dynamics simulations in terms of 

different problems. For example, the thermal properties and structure of clathrate 

hydrates highly rely on what water model is used[39]. Moreover, although various 

properties are investigated, and advantages and disadvantages are also reported in the 

literature, independent papers that report the performances among these widely used 
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models on reproducing thermophysical and dynamic properties are seldom. Equilibrium 

and dynamic properties, including specific heat and thermal conductivity, are reported by 

Bertolini[40] for SPC/E and TIP4P. Mark and Nilsson[41] investigated both structure and 

dynamics of three-site models, TIP3P, SPC and SPC/E at 298K. González and Abascal 

[24]calculated the shear viscosity with Green-Kubo model and compare the results 

obtained from five rigid water models that include TIP3P[21], TIP4P[21], TIP5P[22], 

SPC/E[23] and TIP4P/2005with the experimental data. However, evaluations of different 

models on predicting thermal conductivity have not been done, although it is a very 

important property in thermal and hydrodynamic problems.  

There exist two main methods, equilibrium molecular dynamics (EMD) and non-

equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD), to determine shear viscosity and thermal 

conductivity. Green-Kubo[25] based method using EMD in which transport properties 

are related to the time integral of a correlation function. It usually can predict the result 

with a reasonable accuracy and precision. However, it suffers from the difficulties on 

complications of determining the microscopic heat flux (momentum flux in case of shear 

viscosity) and slow convergence of the time integral of the heat flux (or momentum flux) 

autocorrelation function (1000-10000 times the decay time). For the NEMD, imposing 

gradient, either temperature or velocity gradient, is one choice, but still have same 

difficulties in calculating heat or momentum flux, which are especially difficult to 

determine in the charged systems. To overcome these limits of Green-Kubo method and 

NEMD, another non-equilibrium molecular dynamics approach – Reverse Non-

Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (RNEMD) – has been developed by Müller-Plathe 

[26], which is also an accurate and efficient method for monoatomic molecular fluids 
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[27]. Later, Bedrov and Smith[28] extended the RNEMD to be suitable for rigid 

polyatomic molecular fluids without violating conservation of energy and linear 

momentum of the system. In this method, flux, which is accumulated during simulation, 

is imposed to the system; gradient is just a response of corresponding flux. However, it 

should be pointed out that results obtained from RNEMD[42] somehow depend on swap 

frequency, and carefully choosing the value is required before running MD simulations. 

The authors’ study has showed that the frequencies of 200 and 50 yielded fairly well 

predicted thermal conductivity and shear viscosity, respectively[43]. 

In this work, both thermal conductivity and shear viscosity will be calculated with 

RNEMD method for liquid water at temperatures ranging from 283K to 363K. One 

reason of choosing RNEMD is that the operations of this approach is similar to real 

technique when measuring thermal or dynamic properties of fluids in the laboratories; 

thus it can physically reflect the properties of fluids in a “real” situation. Moreover, 

RNEMD is particularly attractive for systems involving long-range interaction where 

calculation of the microscopic heat flux (or momentum flux) is difficult. The following 

eight rigid models, SPC[30, 31], SPC/E, TIP3P, TIP4P, TIP4P/2005, TIP4P-Ew, TIP5P 

and TIP5-Ew, are selected to carry out these simulations in this work based on their 

relatively successful performance as reported in the literatures.  

3.2 Methods 

The RNEMD comprise of two main steps, which including generating flux in an 

unphysical way[34] and measuring corresponding gradient when steady-state is reached.  
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Figure 3-1 Schematic of reverse non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (RNEMD) 

 

Figure 3-1 gives a 2D schematic of the RNEMD in calculating thermal 

conductivity. First, the box is uniformly divided into M (even number) slabs, as framed 

by the dashed lines. Then n hottest molecules in M/2+1 slab and coldest ones in 1st slab 

will be selected and paired; then the kinetic energy in each pair will be swapped. Thus, an 

unphysical heat flux flowing from M/2+1 slab to 1st slab is generated. As a result, two 

physical heat fluxes, flowing from 1st to M/2+1 and from M+1 to M/2+1, are generated in 

response. If the kinetic energy is swapped periodically, a stable heat flux and a 

corresponding temperature gradient will be established. The final heat flux can be 

calculated as, 

𝑞" =
𝐸𝑘𝑒,𝑒𝑥

2𝑡𝐴
 (3.1) 

where Eke,ex denotes the exchanged kinetic energy between each pair, A is area that heat 

flux flow across, and t is the total simulation time. The exchanged kinetic energy is 

calculated by 

𝐸𝑘𝑒,𝑒𝑥 = ∑
1

2
𝑀𝑖(𝑣ℎ𝑜𝑡,𝑖

2 − 𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑,𝑖
2 )

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (3.2) 
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where vhot,i and vcold,i are velocity at COM (center of mass) of hottest molecules and 

coldest ones, respectively; Mi is the total mass of single molecule; n is pairs number of 

selected molecules. As reference[28] recommended, velocity at COM of each rigid 

molecule is exchanged while the relatively velocity to its COM of each atom keep 

unchanged in order to avoid additional perturbation in the system[28]. 

To measure temperature in each slab, degree of each rigid molecule should be 

carefully treated in order to avoid overestimation. Since it is a little difficult to estimate 

single rigid molecule-based temperature due to the possible situations that a single 

molecule spanning across two neighbor slabs, the temperature of each atom are 

calculated independently while an algorithm of excluding extra constrains in each atom 

are adopted[27]. Then, the slab temperatures are easily calculated by averaging all atoms 

within each slab.  

After the system reaches to a steady-state, a symmetric temperature profile will be 

established, and it will be recorded during the sampling period. The thermal conductivity 

can then be obtained through Fourier’s Law, 

𝑘 = −
𝑞"

𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝑥𝑖
 (3.3) 

where xi could be x, y, and z. Temperature gradient and accumulated exchanged energy 

will be calculated with least-square fitting. The error bar will be calculated through, 

∆𝑘 = 𝑘 (
∆𝐸𝑘𝑒,𝑒𝑥

𝐸𝑘𝑒,𝑒𝑥
+

∆𝐺𝑇

𝐺𝑇
) (3.4) 

where, ∆Eke,ex and ∆GT are error bar from each linear fit, and GT represents temperature 

gradient in this fitting. 

For shear viscosity calculation, similar approach is applied to the same system, except 
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exchanging momentum instead of kinetic energy for pairs of molecules. The 

corresponding velocity gradient will be calculated through, 

𝑗𝑖 =
𝑃𝑚𝑜,𝑒𝑥,𝑖

2𝑡𝐴
 (3.5) 

where Pmo,ex,i represents the amount of exchanged momentum in i component (i could be 

x, y, z), which can be calculated as, 

𝑃𝑚𝑜,𝑒𝑥,𝑖 = ∑
1

2
𝑀𝑗(𝑣𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑗,𝑖 − 𝑣𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑗,𝑖)

𝑛

𝑗=1

 (3.6) 

where vposj,i and vnegj,i represent positive and negative velocity component in the i 

direction (bulk velocity of the box is excluded) of jth molecule pair. Similarly, shear 

viscosity can be calculated through newton’s law for fluid, 

𝜇 = −
𝑗𝑖

𝑑𝑣𝑖/𝑑𝑥𝑖
 (3.7) 

where i could be x, y, z. Error bar will estimated as, 

∆𝜇 = 𝜇 (
∆𝑃𝑚𝑜,𝑒𝑥,𝑖

𝑃𝑚𝑜,𝑒𝑥,𝑖
+

∆𝐺𝑣

𝐺𝑣
) (3.8) 

where ∆Pi,ex and ∆Gv are error bar from each linear fit, Gv represents velocity gradient in 

its least-square fit. 

In this work, eight different rigid water models will be studied; all potential functions 

of these rigid water molecules share the same form, which consist of the contributions 

from electrostatic, dispersion and repulsive forces: 

𝐸𝑎𝑏 = ∑ ∑
𝑘𝐶𝑞𝑎𝑖

𝑞𝑏𝑗

𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑗

𝑜𝑛 𝑏

𝑗

𝑜𝑛 𝑎

𝑖

+ ∑ ∑ 4𝜀𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑗
[(

𝜎𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑗

𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑗

)

12

− (
𝜎𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑗

𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑗

)

6

]

𝑜𝑛 𝑏

𝑗

𝑜𝑛 𝑎

𝑖

 (3.9) 

where, a and b denotes two different molecules, subscript i and j represent atom i in one 

individual molecule for all three-site rigid water molecule, kc is electrostatic constant. For 
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four- and five-site rigid water models, i and j represent massless but charged site in the 

first summation, still denotes atom in the second summation. Short range force is 

neglected when the distance of two atoms exceeds the cutoff distance, but the 

electrostatic force is evaluated with PPPM method[32] that splits this effect into short 

range and long range parts. For four- and five-site models, Coulomb forces on virtual 

sites are redistributed to real atoms by adopting the algorithm in reference[44]. All 

parameters for different potentials are summarized in Table 3-1.  

 



 

4
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Table 3-1 Parameters of 8 rigid water models 

Model σ(Å) ε(Kcal mole-1) qH(e) qO(e) θ (°) φ (°) LM/LL(Å) LB(Å) 

SPC 3.16600 0.15535 0.41000 -0.82000 109.47 N/A N/A 1.00000 

SPC/E 3.16600 0.15535 0.42380 -0.84760 109.47 N/A N/A 1.00000 

TIP3P 3.15061 0.15210 0.41700 -0.83400 104.52 N/A N/A 0.97520 

TIP4P 3.15365 0.16348 0.52000 -1.04000 104.52 N/A 0.15000 0.97520 

TIP4P-Ew 3.16435 0.16275 0.52422 -1.04844 104.52 N/A 0.12500 0.97520 

TIP4P/2005 3.15890 0.18521 0.55640 -1.11280 104.52 N/A 0.15460 0.97520 

TIP5P 3.12000 0.15999 0.24100 -0.24100 104.52 109.47 0.70000 0.97520 

TIP5P-Ew 3.09700 0.17801 0.24100 -0.24100 104.52 109.47 0.70000 0.97520 
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All water molecular systems are treated in the same manner, except applying different 

potential, charge value, and geometrical parameters (see Table 3-1). A shake 

algorithm[33] is applied to each water molecule to make it as rigid. For transport 

properties evaluation, all the simulations have been performed in canonical ensemble 

(NVT) using the artificial mass based Nośe-Hoover thermostat[35] for a sample size of 

900 water molecules cubic system, whose boundaries is treated as periodic with 

dimension of 30Å×30Å×30Å. This box size is sufficient, since the size effect has been 

used and tested in reference[27]. Thus the density of liquid water is fixed at 996.67 

kg/m3. The simulation box is divided into M = 20 slabs in the z-direction and 10 hottest 

molecules at bottom slab and coldest in middle slab will be selected to exchange kinetic 

energy (or momentum in the x-direction for shear viscosity calculation). The simulation 

time step is 1 fs and the total simulation time is 2 ns, excluding the equilibration period of 

0.2 ns. The cut-off distance for short range force is 1.04 nm. In order to achieve a 

reasonable linear response, swap frequencies of 200 and 50 are carefully chosen for 

thermal conductivity and shear viscosity calculations, respectively. The sample times of 

calculating gradients are 200 ps.  

In order to carry out simulation within the framework of the open-source molecular 

dynamics software LAMMPS[36], RNEMD for thermal conductivity and shear viscosity 

for polyatomic molecule fluid are implemented. Meanwhile, five-site rigid water models 

are also available with PPPM/TIP5P solver to obtain long range coulomb force, some 

additional function including counting degrees of freedom for single atom are also added 

into the original codes.  

In addition, it is worth to notice that though TIP4P-Ew and TIP5P-Ew are designed to 
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be modeled with Ewald summation technique, all these long range coulomb interactions 

are solved with PPPM method, since it can well approach the same precision of Ewald 

summation when mesh grids increased to reasonable number. In order to obtain the mesh 

size for PPPM solver, shear viscosity and thermal conductivity are calculated with both 

standard Ewald summation and PPPM solver for a test case. The relative errors for each 

value are listed in Table 3-2, with mesh size equals to 30 in the x-, y- and z- directions. 

The results indicate that 30×30×30 is sufficient to achieve the same precision as the 

standard Ewald summation. 

Table 3-2 Comparison of results from different Kspace Solver 

298K/SPC Ewald PPPM RE 

k (W m-1 K-1) 0.89 0.88 2.01% 

μ (mPa∙s) 0.281 0.2721 3.32% 

 

3.3 Results and Discussions 

In this work, the linear response of temperature distribution as a result of imposed 

heat flux to the system is well established. Figure 3-2 shows the final temperature profiles 

for each model at different temperatures. Since the temperature profiles are symmetric in 

the simulation box, the points in Figure 3-2 are obtained by averaging over all pairs of 

temperature values in the corresponding two symmetric slabs. All of the data during the 

sampling period are also averaged in order to obtain a statistically reasonable result. It 

can be seen that the linear profiles have been well established and the middle point of 

each line locate at expected temperature of the system. For example, the middle points of 

all cases in Figure 3-2(a) are sitting at 283K. It could also be noticed that both five-site 

models’ temperature gradients are larger than others, while that from four-site and three-

site models are very close to each other. 
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(a) 283K (b) 333K 

  

(c) 353K (d) 363K 

Figure 3-2 Temperature profiles in simulation box for each rigid model at temperatures 

ranging from 283K to 363K 

 

Figure 3-3 gives the final results of thermal conductivities for each model at various 

temperatures. The solid-black triangle represents the data from the experiments [37]. It 

can be seen both five-site models have better performances than the rest of models at all 

temperatures. Minor discrepancies exist between TIP5P and TIP5P-Ew when temperature 

is 298K, 313K, and 363K. It is interesting to notice that five-site models, either TIP5P or 

TIP5P-Ew, can always reproduce experimental value. Therefore, five-site models are the 

priority choices when thermal conductivity of the system is an essential factor 

determining the precision of the MD simulation. However, it should also been pointed out 
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that the trends of thermal conductivity versus temperature from TIP5P and TIP5P-Ew are 

not perfectly ideal, comparing with the increasing trend that experimental values hold. 

Comparing with five-site, both four-site and three-site models over predict the value by 

tens of percent. Similar trends from results obtained from the five-site models can also be 

observed. For example, the thermal conductivity obtained from TIP4P model decreases 

when temperature increases to 298K from 283K. Therefore, it can be concluded that none 

of a single rigid water model can reproduce the trends of experimental data of thermal 

conductivity. 

 
Figure 3-3 Thermal conductivities trends predicted by eight rigid models 

 

Table 3-3 summarizes the thermal conductivities, its uncertainties and relative error to 

experimental value of all results showed in Figure 3-3. It can be seen that the 

uncertainties of all cases are within 3.35%, which mean that the results in this work is 

very reliable. As discussed above, five-site models perform best with comparatively small 
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relative errors. For TIP5P, it reaches to the maximum error of 11.50% (overestimate) at 

298K, and minimum error of 1.97% (underestimate) at 313K; for TIP5P-Ew, the 

maximum error of 11.99% (overestimate) happen at 313K, and minimum of 1.06% 

(overestimate) at 333K.  
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Table 3-3 Thermal conductivities of different model at various temperatures (W m-1 K-1) 

k SPC SPC/E TIP3P TIP4P TIP4P-2005 TIP4P-Ew TIP5P TIP5P-Ew Exp. 

283K 0.876±0.022 0.908±0.016 0.878±0.014 0.879±0.013 0.912±0.016 0.835±0.014 0.607±0.005 0.616±0.005 0.581 

Err 50.95% 56.44% 51.25% 51.44% 57.04% 43.76% 4.53% 6.13% 
 

298 K 0.874±0.020 0.951±0.017 0.883±0.019 0.811±0.015 0.889±0.014 0.887±0.013 0.677±0.007 0.619±0.007 0.607 

Err 44.01% 56.55% 45.48% 33.49% 46.44% 46.06% 11.50% 1.87% 
 

313 K 0.877±0.021 0.951±0.019 0.857±0.016 0.935±0.016 0.903±0.016 0.868±0.010 0.618±0.019 0.706±0.007 0.631 

Err 39.02% 50.81% 35.86% 48.33% 43.23% 37.56% -1.97% 11.99% 
 

318 K 0.888±0.020 0.938±0.016 0.924±0.023 0.854±0.015 0.937±0.014 0.856±0.015 0.656±0.006 0.685±0.004 0.637 

Err 39.51% 47.43% 45.11% 34.15% 47.15% 34.50% 3.09% 7.59% 
 

333 K 0.828±0.025 1.016±0.019 0.9η±0.020 0.863±0.018 0.882±0.017 0.876±0.017 0.674±0.021 0.661±0.006 0.654 

Err 26.53% 55.29% 41.72% 31.84% 34.85% 33.92% 3.02% 1.06% 
 

353 K 0.863±0.021 0.962±0.017 0.995±0.024 0.847±0.019 0.916±0.018 0.880±0.017 0.681±0.009 0.656±0.011 0.670 

Err 28.78% 43.53% 48.49% 26.43% 36.79% 31.27% 1.71% -2.14% 
 

363 K 0.852±0.019 0.948±0.023 0.855±0.019 0.847±0.018 0.961±0.021 0.897±0.014 0.612±0.020 0.702±0.006 0.675 

Err 26.10% 40.41% 26.65% 25.41% 42.30% 32.90% -9.44% 3.94% 
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For the shear viscosity, Figure 3-4 shows the linear response of formed profile of 

velocity in the x- component that excludes the bulk velocity of the simulation box at 

steady-state. The maximum and minimum velocities respectively are ~3 Å/ps and ~-3 

Å/ps, and the middle points of the velocity distribution line locate at 0 due to exclusion of 

bulk velocity of the simulation box. Different from temperature profile in thermal 

conductivity calculation, the three-site models (TIP3P, SPC and SPC/E) have a larger 

gradient than others. Meanwhile, both four-site and three-site models have good linear 

responses; however, five-site models showed the worst linear responses. It has to be 

pointed out that swapping frequency in RNEMD can lead to such nonlinear profiles. The 

response can be improved by decreasing the frequency, but it was not changed because 

the value of 50 comes from a compromise of eight rigid models.  
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(a) 283K (b) 333K 

  

(c) 353K (d) 363K 

Figure 3-4 velocity profiles (in x component) for each rigid model at temperatures 

ranging from 283K to 363K 
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Table 3-4 Shear viscosities of different model at various temperatures (mPa∙s) 

μ SPC SPC/E TIP3P TIP4P TIP4P-2005 TIP4P-Ew TIP5P TIP5P-Ew Exp. 

283 0.300±0.003 0.376±0.005 0.362±0.005 0.490±0.010 0.681±0.013 0.635±0.012 0.882±0.059 0.872±0.060 1.306 

Err -77.01% -71.21% -72.25% -62.50% -47.85% -51.37% -32.49% -33.24%  

298 0.272±0.005 0.336±0.004 0.318±0.004 0.417±0.007 0.599±0.009 0.554±0.009 0.767±0.058 0.813±0.055 0.890 

Err -69.44% -62.27% -64.23% -53.15% -32.68% -37.74% -13.81% -8.61%  

313 0.249±0.002 0.297±0.003 0.285±0.003 0.366±0.006 0.503±0.008 0.462±0.008 0.749±0.047 0.668±0.053 0.653 

Err -61.80% -54.52% -56.33% -43.94% -22.98% -29.16% 14.81% 2.41%  

318 0.253±0.005 0.298±0.003 0.278±0.003 0.348±0.005 0.480±0.007 0.454±0.007 0.724±0.045 0.672±0.052 0.606 

Err -58.25% -50.91% -54.22% -42.59% -20.85% -25.18% 19.46% 10.91%  

333 0.226±0.002 0.264±0.003 0.253±0.003 0.308±0.004 0.416±0.006 0.388±0.006 0.640±0.041 0.627±0.043 0.466 

Err -51.54% -43.39% -45.81% -33.85% -10.66% -16.68% 37.36% 34.62%  

353 0.212±0.002 0.239±0.002 0.228±0.002 0.267±0.003 0.357±0.005 0.331±0.005 0.548±0.039 0.548±0.039 0.354 

Err -40.01% -32.54% -35.60% -24.69% 0.94% -6.47% 54.66% 54.65%  

363 0.205±0.002 0.228±0.002 0.217±0.002 0.253±0.003 0.334±0.005 0.309±0.004 0.512±0.037 0.514±0.035 0.314 

Err -34.78% -27.42% -30.98% -19.45% 6.30% -1.66% 62.91% 63.70%  
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All the shear viscosities are combined in Figure 3-5 where the trends of the values 

versus the temperature can be easily recognized. At this time, no single model can 

reproduce the trend of the experimental data; instead, each model shows its own strength 

in a certain temperature range. When temperature is in the range from 298K to 318K, 

five-site model could be the best choice; and if temperature is around 333K four-site 

model is better. In particularly, four-site models (TIP4P-2005, TIP4P-Ew) precisely 

predict the shear viscosity at 353K and 363K. It is interesting to notice that all of three-

site model underestimate the shear viscosity by a certain relative error. However, this 

error is decreasing as temperature increase from 283K to 363K, which hints that three site 

model may have best performance for hot water. Considering the computation cost, three-

site model still could be an alternative choice when study hot water related problem. In 

addition, for lower temperature, none of these models can precisely estimate shear 

viscosity at lower temperature of 283 K. Even the best one, five-site model reaches 

significant errors. 
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Figure 3-5 Shear viscosities trends predicted by eight rigid models 

 

Table 3-4 summarizes the shear viscosities, uncertainties and relative error to 

experimental data for all cases reported in Figure 3-4. Uncertainties of each case are 

relatively small, and the maximum error of 7.92%, comes from TIP5P-Ew at 313K. For 

lower temperature case (283K), none of eight models can precisely reproduces the 

experiment value and the best result from TIP5P underestimate the viscosity by by 

32.49%. On the other hand, all of these eight rigid models accurately predict the 

decreasing trend of shear viscosity versus temperature. It can also be seen that TIP5P-Ew 

performed the best at 298K, 313K, and 318K, with relative error of -8.61%, 2.41%, and 

10.91%, respectively; TIP4P-2005 has the minimum relative error when temperature is 

333K and 353K, with -10.66% and 0.94% error; TIP4P-Ew shows the best agreement 

with experiment value at 363K with only -1.66% error. Based on current results, TIP4P 

does not show any advantage of predicting shear viscosity. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

In this work, thermal conductivities and shear viscosity of liquid water are computed 

with RNEMD approach and the results are compared among all results obtained from 

eight water rigid models. Linear temperature profiles can be well established for all rigid 

models and it is shown that five-site models can very precisely reproduce experimental 

value of thermal conductivities, while other models overestimate by tens of percent. For 

shear viscosity, none of all eight rigid models can reproduces all experiment values, but 

trends from each model accurately match that from the experiment. Five-site model can 

relatively accurately predict the real value of liquid water at lower temperature. Four-site 

model is a better choice of estimating shear viscosity at higher temperature. Therefore, 

the five-site models (TIP5P, TIP5P-Ew) are better choices if molecular dynamics 

simulation is used to study thermal emphasized problem for a water molecular system, 

like bubble nucleation in liquid water. For dynamic problem that involves water flow in 

micro- and nano- size systems, the five-site models (TIP5P, TIP5P-Ew) are also 

appropriate choices( in particular, for liquid water with lower temperature). When 

temperature is higher, TIP4P-2005 or TIP4P will be the best choice. 
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Chapter 4 Nonequilibrium Molecule Dynamics Simulations of 

Nanobubble Growth and Annihilation in Liquid Water 

4.1 Introduction 

Ranging from microdevices and macroscale hydraulic machinery developments, the 

increasing applications in industry require a deeper understanding on micro- or nano-

sized bubble behaviors, like bubble cavitations[45], nucleation[46], and stability[47]. 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation has been a powerful method to study microscale 

bubble behavior in many different situations. In aspect of cavitations and bubble 

nucleation, Park et al. systematically studied the hysteretic process of bubble collapse[48] 

with numerical simulations. Wu and Pan conducted MD simulation to study bubble 

nucleation rate in homogeneous liquid argon[49]. Tsuda et al. focused on bubble 

nucleation in liquid oxygen with different impurities[50]. Zhai et al. investigated bubble 

nucleation in supercritical Carbon Dioxide/Hexadecane solution, which is widely used in 

the plastic production industry[51]. In other aspects of bubble dynamics, Lugli and 

Zerbetto investigated nanobubble collapse in water associated with salts effect[52]. The 

stability study of helium bubble during high energy displacement was carried out in order 

to investigate the bubble damage in fusion reactor[53]. Insepov and Hassanein calculated 

the density and diffusion coefficient in liquid lithium which contains helium atoms during 

bubble formation by sampling data from MD simulation[54]. Nagayama et al. observed 

bubble formation in nano-channel with the emphasis on nucleation phenomenon in liquid 

argon[55]. For bubble formation and contraction simulation, Okumura and Ito 

investigated the processes in liquid argon by MD simulation[56], and their results 
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indicated that the Rayleigh-Plesset equation is still valid for nano-sized bubble generated 

in liquid argon. Since most materials in the world are composed by polyatomic molecules 

(like water), where a more complicated force field should be accounted for, the bubble 

behavior in molecular liquid should be investigated. 

 

Figure 4-1 Water molecule illustration 

 

The objective of this paper is to investigate nano-sized bubble growth and 

annihilation processes in liquid water and compare the results with that obtained from 

Rayleigh-Plesset equation. Sampling of the atomic movement data at the microscopic 

level during the entire process from the creation to the extinction will be discussed. The 

validities of the assumptions supporting the Rayleigh-Plesset equation will also be 

analyzed. 

In order to investigate the dynamics of a bubble, reduced MD simulations is 

performed by applying the Lenard-Jones style potential. The characteristic dimensions of 

length, energy, and mass are chosen as the Lenard-Jones diameter σ, the minimum value 

of the potential ε, and the atom mass m. An asterisk (*) will be used to represent the 

reduced quantities such as the reduced length r* = r/σ, and the reduced temperature T*= 

Tkb/ε, the reduced pressure P* = Pσ/ε, the reduced mass density ρ* = ρσ3/m, the reduced 

time t* = t (ε/m/σ2)1/2, and the reduced charge q* = q (4πε0εσ) 1/2. The hydrogen’s 
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properties in water molecule are chosen as characteristic dimensions during MD 

simulations for convenience of data analysis. All the results will be converted back to the 

familiar unit for discussion. 

4.2 Physical Models and Methods 

Nano bubble generation and its dynamics behavior is mainly affected by thermal 

conductivities and viscosities of the fluid. TIP3P did not show big difference in predicting 

both these water properties [24, 28], although TIP4P model is widely used for MD 

simulation. In addition, TIP3P has a better performance in describing intermolecular 

potential and controlling system pressure and it is also one of the popular water models in 

the rigid TIP3P-CHARMM[33, 57, 58] model that specified 3 interaction sites 

corresponding to 3 atoms in the structure. Thus, it is chosen to describe water molecule 

structure in this work. For the bond and angle model, the shake algorithm[33] is used to 

hold two O-H bonds and H-O-H angle as rigid, while a harmonic bond model and   a 

charmm angle model are applied respectively. 

The interaction between two water molecules in TIP3P is represented as:  

𝐸𝑎𝑏 = ∑ ∑
𝑘𝐶𝑞𝑎𝑖

𝑞𝑏𝑗

𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑗

𝑜𝑛 𝑏

𝑗

𝑜𝑛 𝑎

𝑖

+ ∑ ∑ 4𝜀𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑗
[(

𝜎𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑗

𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑗

)

12

− (
𝜎𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑗

𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑗

)

6

]

𝑜𝑛 𝑏

𝑗

𝑜𝑛 𝑎

𝑖

 (4.1) 

where kC is the electrostatic constant that has a value of 332.06 Å·kcal/mol and qi are the 

partial charges relative to the charge of the electron; rij is the distance between charged 

sites; σai and σbj are the Lenard-Jones parameters. The values of dimensionless parameters 

are given in Table 4-1. Arithmetic average is used to calculate the LJ potential between 

oxygen and hydrogen atom.  
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Table 4-1 TIP3P water model parameters 

Items REAL Units LJ Units 

mO 15.9994 (g/mol) 15.8724 

mH
* 1.008 (g/mol) 1.0 

qO -0.834 e -112.0 

qH 0.417 e 56.0 

εO-O 0.1521 Kcal/mol 3.30652 

σO-O 3.1507 Å 7.87617 

ε*
H-H 0.0460 Kcal/mol 1.0 

σ*
H-H 0.4000 Å 1.0 

KOH 450 Kcal/mol/( Å2) 1565.32 

R0
OH 0.9572 Å 2.39292 

KHOH 55 Kcal/mole/(rad2) 1195.64/rad2 

θHOH 104.52 º 104.52 º 

   

* characteristic dimensions 
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The particle-particle particle-mesh method (PPPM)[32, 59] is an accurate and 

computationally efficient method for calculating interactions in MD simulation, while its 

complexity is only Nlog(N)[32]. Therefore, the long-range coulomb solver PPPM was 

used to calculate the long-range force between the water molecules. During the 

computation, the PPPM solver maps water molecule’s hydrogen and oxygen atoms 

charge in a 3D mesh, then uses 3D FFTs to solve Poisson’s equation on each mesh. 

Finally, it interpolates from the grids to calculate electric field and the corresponding 

long-range Coulomb force on each charged-atom. Though, a careful choose of mesh size 

is required before applying PPPM approach in order to achieve a comparable precision of 

Ewald summation[19]. Here, number of 60 is selected to be mesh size in x, y, and z 

direction, based on a pair of test cases for thermal conductivity (278.15K) calculation 

which is carried out by employing Reverse Non-equilibrium Molecular Dynamics 

(RNEMD[27]). Long-range electrostatic force contribution in one case is computed with 

PPPM, while the other case is based on Ewald summation. It is found that when the size 

is set to be 60, the value from PPPM is 0.967 ± 0.012W/m∙K, and the Ewald-based case 

is 0.954 ± 0.013 W/m∙K. Therefore, size of 60 can be reasonable choice. In addition, 

since the later results are based on statistically average, the error introduced by PPPM 

method is negligible.  

Constant pressure MD simulations were parallel[36] done by performing time 

integration on Nose-Hoover style non-Hamiltonian equations of motion. All the positions 

and velocity of atoms are generated from NPH ensemble through Verlet algorithm with 

the following conditions. The cubic simulation box (6nm×6nm×6nm) with periodic 

boundary condition has 7200 water molecules. For short range pair force, the widely used 
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lj/charm/coul/long[60] styles is chosen to compute potential energy and corresponding 

force, which is contributed by van der Waals and Coulombic interactions force, by 

employing an additional switching function S(r) that both ramps the energy and force 

smoothly to zero between an inner and outer cutoff:  

𝐸(𝑟) = {

𝐿𝐽(𝑟) + 𝐶(𝑟), 𝑟 < 𝑟𝑖𝑛

𝑆(𝑟)𝐿𝐽(𝑟) + 𝑆(𝑟)𝐶(𝑟), 𝑟𝑖𝑛 < 𝑟 < 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑆(𝑟)𝐿𝐽(𝑟) + 𝑆(𝑟)𝐶(𝑟), 𝑟 > 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡

 (4.2) 

where rin and rout are set to be 20σ and 25σ respectively. Other functions in eq. (2) are: 

𝐿𝐽(𝑟) = 4𝜀 [(
𝜎

𝑟
)

12

− (
𝜎

𝑟
)

6

] (4.3) 

𝐶(𝑟) = 𝑓𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝(𝑟)
𝐶𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗

𝜀𝑟
 (4.4) 

𝑆(𝑟) =
[𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡

2 − 𝑟2]2[𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡
2 + 2𝑟2 − 3𝑟𝑖𝑛

2 ]2

[𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡
2 − 𝑟𝑖𝑛

2 ]3
 (4.5) 

where σ and ε are determined by atom type, and fdamp(r) in eq. (4) is determined not only 

by distance between atoms but also related to G-Ewald parameter which will be adjusted 

through mesh size and desired precision.  

A harmonic bond model[60] is used in computing the bond force between oxygen and 

hydrogen atoms, and potential energy contributed is calculated: 

𝐸 = 𝐾(𝑟 − 𝑟0)2 (4.6) 

The charmm angle style[60], which considers the potential energy contribution from the 

alteration of bond angle from balanced θ0 with an additional Urey-Bradley term, is 

chosen as the angle model, i.e., 

𝐸 = 𝐾(𝜃 − 𝜃0)2 + 𝐾𝑈𝐵(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑈𝐵)2 (7) 

where K, θ0, Kub, and rub are coefficients defined for each angle type.  

The system pressure, after 20,000 time steps equilibrated through Langevin thermostat, is 
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well controlled to be 0 (1 bar), while initial temperature is equilibrated to 12.0 (278.15K). 

The time step is 0.005t*(0.46 fs). Then 80 molecules near the center of the simulation box 

are selected, and instantaneously heated to 132 (3059.65K) by velocity rescaling. The 

temperature in the domain including the heated atoms is much higher than boiling point 

which is 16.11 (373.5K) at one atmosphere. During the latter 11,000 time steps, the 

atomic movement of the system is recorded until the bubble extinct.  

The volume and the radius of the bubble are estimated by the following method 

described below. First, all sides of the simulation cell were divided into 10 sections so the 

simulation box is divided into 1000 small cubes. The side length ∆L* of the small cube 

fluctuated between 14.87 (5.95 Å) and 14.95 (5.98 Å) during the MD simulations. The 

average density is calculated for each small cube over 100 time steps, which is much 

smaller than the time scale of the bubble dynamics (11,000 steps) and much larger than 

that of the atomic dynamics (~20 steps). The vapor region is recognized as the one in 

which the average density in the small cube is less than the critical density ρc
*= 6.83×10-4 

(320kg/m3)[37] and the region of liquid is the one where the average density is greater 

than ρc
*. The bubble volume was calculated as the sum of the volumes of the vapor 

regions. Since the bubble is fairly spherical shape, the effective bubble radius R* is 

estimated from bubble volume Vbub
* using the following equation: 

𝑅∗ = (
3

4𝜋
𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑏

∗ )
1/3

 (4.8) 

In order to improve the statistical accuracies, 15 MD simulations with different initial 

molecule configuration are performed. The error bar is calculated by the standard 

deviation of R* from the 15 cases. 

In macroscopic scale, a hydrodynamic equation, namely Rayleigh-Plesset equation, 
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which is applicable for an incompressible and inviscid fluid, can be used to describe 

expansion and contraction of a bubble: 

𝑅∗�̈�∗ +
3

2
�̇�∗2

=
1

𝜌𝑙
∗ [𝑃∗(𝑅∗) − 𝑃∞

∗ −
2𝑆∗

𝑅∗
] (4.9) 

where P*(R*) is the pressure at the bubble surface and P∞
* is the pressure far from the 

bubble in the liquid region, and S* is the reduced surface tension of the bubble. It is 

difficult to precisely determine P*(R*) since the radius of the generated bubble is only a 

few times of the molecular diameter. 

In this work, the molecules constituting the bubble surface are used to estimate the 

surface pressure of the water bubble: 

𝑃∗(𝑅∗) =
𝜌𝑐

∗

3

1

𝑁𝑠−𝑁𝑐
{∑ 𝑚𝑖

∗�̇�𝑖
2

𝑁𝑠

𝑖=1

+ [∑(𝒓𝑖 ∙ 𝒇𝑖)

𝑁𝑠

𝑛=1

]

𝑏,𝑎,𝑠,𝑘

} (4.10) 

where Ns is the molecule number within Router of the MD simulation cell, as shown in 

Figure 4-2, and it can be simply calculated by:  

𝑁𝑠 = 𝑉∗𝜌𝑙
∗ (4.11) 

where the density at edge of the effective bubble is assumed to be liquid density, and V* 

is the volume of the spherical shell that can be estimated by: 

𝑉∗ = 4𝜋[𝑅outer
∗ 3 − (𝑅outer

∗ − 𝑑𝑚
∗ )3] 3⁄  (4.12) 

Nc in eq. (10) is the molecule number within the inner spherical region, as shown in 

Figure 4-2, and their contribution to pressure will not be accounted for. Label b, a, s, k, in 

eq. (10) represents pair interaction, bond, angle, interactions, internal constrain force to 

atoms from shake algorithm and long range force contribution respectively.  And d*m is 

the diameter of a single water molecule. 
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Figure 4-2 Molecule number estimation in one molecule thinkness layer 

 

4.3 Results and Discussions 

All MD simulations in this paper are performed using LAMMPS, which is an open 

source software developed by the Sandia National Laboratories. Figure 4-3 shows 

snapshots of the bubble formation and annihilation using the VMD[61] software. These 

snapshots show the molecules that are in a 10% slab of the simulation box in the depth 

direction. It can be seen that the heated molecules scatter the neighboring non-heated 

molecules until a bubble is created and then the bubble is cooled and compressed by the 

surrounding sub-cooled liquid later. Physically, the molecules in the center, which is 

colored as white, are rescaled to the desired temperature at time 0, and heat is transferred 

to the surrounding molecules along the temperature gradient by interaction between the 
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hot molecules and the cold ones. As a result, a bubble is generated as shown during the 

period from time 0.368 ps to 2.162 ps. It is worth to mention a 0.368 ps time lag exists 

before a clear bubble come out. After time 2.162 ps, the bubble compressed by those cold 

surrounding liquid molecules, then it turns to be smaller and smaller, finally it 

diminishes.  
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Time 0 ps 

 

Time 0.368 ps 

 

Time 0.644 ps 

 

Time 0.874 ps 

 

Time 1.242 ps 

 

Time 2.162 ps 

 

Time 3.082 ps 

 

Time  3.956 ps 

 

Time 5.06 ps 

Figure 4-3 Snapshots of the bubble during the period from 0 ps to 5.06 ps 
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Correspondingly, a density profile within the 10% slab of simulation box in depth 

direction is computed by uniformly chopping the box into 1000 small cubes whose 

density is obtained by averaging over all 15 cases.  
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Time 0 ps 

 

Time 0.368 ps 

 

Time 0.644 ps 

 

Time 0.874 ps 

 

Time 1.242 ps 

 

Time 2.162 ps 

 

Time 3.082 ps 

 

Time 3.956 ps 

 

Time 5.06 ps 

Figure 4-4 Density profile from 0 ps to 5.06 ps 
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The range of legend in Figure 4-5 is fixed from 100 kg/m3 to 1500 kg/m3 in order to 

easily recognize the bubble shape within the box and clearly see the density distribution 

variation. At time 0 ps, density is not uniformly distributed, instead, fluctuating around 

1000 kg/m3, which is the density of liquid water at 1 bar pressure. If look through these 

series figures, it can be realized that bubble expands from 0 ps to 2.162 ps, and begin its 

annihilation during the later period. The density finally comes to be 1000 kg/m3 again at 

5.06 ps. 
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Time 0 ps 

 

Time 0.368 ps 

 

Time 0.644 ps 

 

Time 0.874 ps 

 

Time 1.242 ps 

 

Time 2.162 ps 

 

Time 3.082 ps 

 

Time  3.956 ps 

 

Time 5.06 ps 

Figure 4-5 Temperature profile from 0 ps to 5.06 ps 
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With the purpose of showing the heat spreading around the bubble, temperature 

distribution in the 1000 cubes are also computed and given in Figure 4-5.  

 

Figure 4-6 Pressure at the surface of the bubble 

 

Since the temperature varies within a very large range, from 300K to 6000K, the 

range of legend is not unified in order to easily see the temperature differences. It should 

be mentioned that the highest temperature is around 6000K which is much higher than 

the desired temperature of heating (3059.65K) at time 0, because 3059.65K is a statistical 

average temperature, it is possible that some atoms reaches to very high value. At the 

beginning, it can be seen that the region around heated zone is almost uniformly has same 

temperature, but within a very short period (0.368 ps), a clear temperature difference in 

the distribution around the hot bubble can be recognized due to the fast heat spreading to 

surrounding cool liquid.  It is interesting to notice that at time 2.162 ps, when the bubble 

fully expanded, the temperature seems relatively uniformly distributed, but during the 
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latter period from 3.082ps to 5.06 ps, an obvious difference in temperature distribution 

comes out due to fluctuation of wave in water flow. But the average temperature has an 

apparent decline. 

 

Figure 4-7 Bubble radius variation in water (S refer to Sample Point) 

 

Figure 4-6 shows the calculated pressure at the surface of the generated bubble. The 

result from Nc =0, 3, 5 does not have a great difference which means the pressure 

estimated from Ns = 20 is reliable. It can be seen that the pressure value immediately 

reaches to 1450Mpa in 0.025 ps, and then decrease relatively slowly to atmosphere 

pressure during the following period from 0.025 ps to 0.375 ps. The fluctuation from 

0.375 ps to 5 ps indicates that the pressure fall down to be the system pressure of 1 atm 

again. It is interesting to notice, the pressure is dramatically increase from 0.1 Mpa to 

1450 Mpa within very short time, 0.025ps, after 1 step heated. Indeed, if take a 
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comparison between Figure 4-6 and the bubble behavior history at Figure 4-4 (or Figure 

4-5) at time scale, it can be found that the bubble is still expanding even the pressure 

comes down to the atmosphere pressure. Later, this pressure history will be used to 

predict the bubble radius evolution through eq. (9). 

 

Figure 4-7 shows the time history of the calculated bubble radius. The 

“Hydrodynamics” line is obtained by using the hydrodynamic model (Rayleigh-Plesset 

equation). It is observed that if a nonzero surface tension is used, the curve span in time 

cannot cover that recorded from MD simulation. Indeed, even a decent piecewise 

function of surface tension (S(R)) is used in hydrodynamic model; radius of bubble will 

fall to zero within a much shorter time than that obtained from MD. Therefore, in order to 

cover the whole period of bubble behavior, the surface tension is set to be 0. The error bar 

line (Molecular Dynamics) represents the statistical result obtained from the 15 MD 

cases; the “Curve Fitting” line is a fitted line based on MD simulation results, which will 

 

(a)  

 

(b)  

Figure 4-8 Surface tension profiles obtained by assuming the validity of the 

hydrodynamics equation 
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be discussed later. It can be seen that the bubble immediately grows after the heating and 

reaches to the maximum radius during the 4.6 ps long period. In other words, the bubble 

has the maximum radius 0.6 nm at t =1.69 ps and disappears at t = 4.6 ps. It is worth to 

mention that the lower value fluctuation of radius after t = 4.6 ps comes from the density 

fluctuations in the liquid, which means that the bubble size is viewed as zero during the 

period after 4.6 ps. Thus the essentially important R value is only the ones shown before t 

= 4.6 ps. The radius predicted by Rayleigh-Plesset equation is obviously larger than that 

from MD simulation during the entire process, roughly by two times. Various possible 

surface tension functions are tested in order to match the radius variation obtained from 

MD simulation.  

However, as reported above, a possible surface tension function is not found. Here, 

the existence of such a surface tension function is further studied by assuming the 

Rayleigh-Plesset equation is still valid in the liquid water. First, the bubble radius time 

history function R(t) is obtained based on the radii from MD simulations by curve fitting, 

and the following polynomial fitted equation with R2 = 99.97% is obtained:  

𝑅(𝑡) = 1.053 × 10−7𝑡5 − 1.289 × 10−5𝑡4 + 1.272 × 10−3𝑡3 − 8.778 × 10−2𝑡2 + 2.258𝑡

− 3.415 
(4.13) 

By substituting the fitted equation of R(t) into Rayleigh-Plesset equation, both of S(t) 

and S(R) are obtained and plotted in Figure 4-8. Figure 4-8(a) shows the surface tension 

variation with time. Figure 4-8(b) gives that the surface tension varies with corresponding 

radius. Both of the result shows a non-physical surface tension function (non-positive 

surface tension) should be applied to reproduce MD results If take a close look at Figure 

4-8(a), during the time period from 0 to ~0.1ps, a zero surface tension should be applied, 

and then a positive surface tension will be used from ~0.1 ps to ~0.3 ps, then a long non-
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positive value have to be used to drag the expanding bubble down. From Figure 4-8(b), it 

can be seen there are a pair of σ corresponding to one radius, due to expanding and 

compression procession. The surface tension σ corresponding to one radius value are not 

exactly overlapped, but has a similar trends, so it can be considered this method to find 

possible S(R) is reasonable. In conclusion, Figure 4-8 indicate that a reasonable surface 

tension function S(R), which can reproduce the results of MD simulation, does not exist 

at all.  

Viewing from physics aspect, the surface tension in water bubble is contributed by a 

more complicated force field than monatomic argon liquid. In fact, the atomic structure of 

a water molecule consists of two positive charged hydrogen atoms joined to one negative 

charged oxygen atom with a bond angle of 104.52º. This unique way causes one side of 

the molecule to have a positive charge while the area in the opposite direction to have a 

negative charges[62]. Therefore, water molecules are attracted to each other, and form 

strong molecule bonds as a result from polarity of charge within one molecule. If 

comparing argon liquid and water liquid, the main difference is that water molecule 

involve electrostatic force, bond and angle interaction. In other words, it has a more 

complicated force field. Considering the fact that there are many other possible water 

models existing in literature field (3-sites, 4-site, 5-site, rigid, flexible, etc.), the surface 

tension contributed by this complicated force field should be further investigated for 

liquid water in microscale in order to further verify the hydrodynamic equation. Thus, 

based on the current results on TIP3P model, it can only be concluded that prediction 

water bubble dynamics with Rayleigh-Plesset equation cannot match with that from MD 

simulation, which is different from that for growth and annihilation of nano-sized bubble 
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in the monatomic liquid argon. It should also be pointed out that the current form of 

Rayleigh-Plesset equation is derived by ignoring the viscosity and density fluctuation of 

liquid. However, viscosity may not be a possible reason to cause the invalid of 

hydrodynamic model, because the temperature during the period is sufficiently high to 

ignore the viscosity. Even when the bubble disappears, lowest temperature within the 

domain is 420K. Compressibility may also not be a reason leading to the invalidity, the 

volume fluctuation of the simulation box is small, and density change during the process 

is also very small.  

4.4 Conclusions 

Nanobubble formation and annihilation processes are simulated in polyatomic 

molecule liquid (water) through non-equilibrium molecular dynamic simulation. After 

equilibration for 20,000 time steps, 80 molecules near the center of the simulation box are 

selected, and instantaneously heated to 3059.65 K by velocity rescaling. During the latter 

11,000 time steps, the atomic movement of the system is observed until the bubble 

extinct. In order to improve the statistical accuracies, 15 MD simulations with different 

initial molecule configuration are performed. Pressure at the surface of the nano-sized 

bubble immediately increases to 1450 Mpa from 0.1 Mpa within 0.025ps, and later decay 

to be 1 bar within 0.4 ps. Bubble fully expands to R=0.6 nm at 1.69 ps, and disappeared 

at 4.6 ps. A time lag, which has a time length of about 0.368 ps, is observed before a clear 

bubble come out after heating the molecules. Density profile within the heated simulation 

box is recorded to shown the evolution of density distribution, and a clear bubble is 

captured. The heat spreading process around the hot bubble is also observed. The results, 

based on TIP3P model, show that the hydrodynamic model based on Rayleigh-Plesset 
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equation is not valid in predicting nano-sized bubble growth and annihilation in liquid 

water. Since difference force field can lead to different surface tension on the bubble, and 

considering the existence of many possible water models, further investigation on validity 

of Rayleigh-Plesset equation should be carried out. 
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Chapter 5 Molecular Dynamic Study on Contact Angle of 

Water Droplet on a Single-Wall Carbon Nanotube (SWCNT) 

Plate 

5.1 Introduction 

Since the rediscovery of carbon nanotube in 1991[63], it has attracted intensive 

attentions of studies due to its extraordinary mechanical and thermal properties[64]. 

Many potential applications of carbon nanotubes have been addressed[64-67] and some 

of them could occur at the interface between liquid water and CNTs, like nanofluidic 

device AFM tips[68, 69], single molecule detector[69], and electronic cooling fins[66]. 

Thus, many academic efforts have been carried out to investigate the wetting mechanism 

of water droplets on graphitic materials[70, 71]. One of the hottest subjects is wettability 

of CNT-based material. Journet et al.[72] has studied how fluid pressure affects the 

contact angle experimentally. Men et al.[73] reported a fabrication of superhydrophobic 

surface based on multi-walled carbon nanotubes. Werder et al.[74] investigated contact 

angles of a water droplets confined in different size carbon nanotubes by MD simulation, 

and their results indicates that nonwetting behavior of the pristine CNT occurred at room 

temperature; a 2008 review paper summarized that many MD studies were carried out on 

confined water droplet in different chiral CNTs with different water models[75]. In 

addition, hydrophobicity is another attractive feature of CNT forests, and it has been an 

important topic of CNT-related study due to its great importance to fundamental research 

and promising industrial applications. Tzeng et al.[76] have investigated the hydration 

properties of carbon nanotubes and their effect on electrical and biosensor application. 
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Various CNT related superhydrophobic surface stand out. Huang et al.[77] created a 

stable superhydrophobic carbon nanotubes coated surface by coating it with a thin ZnO 

film. Li et al.[78] obtained a super-hydrophobic surface of bulk carbon nanotubes 

compacted by spark plasma sintering after modification with polytetrofluorethylene. 

Recently, Aria and Gharib[79] released a video of a bouncing water droplet on a carbon 

nanotube array to demonstrate its superhydrophobicity. The mechanism of interaction 

between water and CNT is rarely studied. In much numerical studies, quadrupole 

interaction which has been demonstrated as very important by quantum mechanical 

calculation[80] in liquid and gas phase of water was barely considered. In addition, most 

of CNT used in previous numeric studies are open-end type, while CNTs with capped 

end, which has a more reasonable chemical structure, are rarely applied due to difficulty 

of modeling. In this paper, the wettability of CNT with different separation distances will 

be studied to obtain a critical separation distance. As the second part of this work, a 

capped-end CNT plate will be created and a sphere-like liquid water droplet will be 

placed on top for the initial configuration of MD simulation. The effects of quadrupole 

potential and separation distance on wettability and contact angle will be analyzed.  

5.2 Physical Models and Methods 

Both water and carbon nanotube models should be addressed. There are many 

different water models available in the literature. A three-site water model (TIP3P[43]) is 

selected to model liquid water in the consideration of relatively high accuracy in 

description of liquid water’s dynamic property[32] and affordable computational cost. 

The well-accepted Lenard Jones-like potential which consists of the contributions from 

electrostatic, dispersion and repulsive forces, as expressed below, is used to describe 
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intermolecular interaction. 
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where, a and b denotes two different molecules, subscript i and j represent atom of 

hydrogen or oxygen in one individual TIP3P molecule, and kc is electrostatic constant. 

The long-range columbic contribution to the MD system is computed with Ewald 

Summation[33, 81]. In TIP3P, only the interaction between atoms of oxygen is accounted 

for. The bonded interaction within water molecules are considered as rigid that is hold 

with the SHAKE[33] algorithm, so that larger time step can be employed. 

Table 5-1 potential function parameters of water related interaction 

Parameters Values Units 

εOO  0.004386  eV 

σOO  3.188  Å 

qH 0.417 e 

qO -0.834 e 

 

A carbon nanotube can be different not only in its diameter or length but also by its 

chirality vector (n, m)[75] that determine how the graphene sheet is rolled up to generate 

CNT. Usually, those CNTs with n = m are classified as “armchair,” while those with m = 

0 are classified “zig-zag.” Practically, most common CNTs existing in nature are neither 

“armchair” nor “zig-zag”, but chiral; therefore it is difficult to model chiral type CNT in 

one simulation case. Since the focus of this work is the wettability of CNT with or 

without quadrupole potential, an “armchair” type CNT is selected to compose the CNT 

plate. The chiral vector of these CNT is (6, 6) with radius and length of 8.22 Å and 24.74 

Å, respectively, as shown in Figure 5-1 with VMD software[82]. Table 5-2 gives the 

values of the parameters for water potential. 
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Figure 5-1 “Armchair” CNT 

 

Table 5-2 potential function parameters of carbon related interaction 

Parameters Values Units 

KCr  4.92   eV Å-2 

rC  1.418  Å 

KCθ  5.78 eV rad-2 

θC 120.0◦  

εCC 0.0189  eV 

σCC 3.851  Å 

 

Morse potential is used to describe C-C bond stretching and cosine-squared style is 

selected to represent potential energy storing in the C-C-C angle. Therefore, the total 

potential energy of a single CNT can be expressed as, 

     
2 21

, 1 cos cos
2

ij ijk Cr ij C ijk CU r K K         (5.2) 

where,  ij Cr r

ij e



 

 and the interaction between carbon atoms are described as Lenard 

Jones potential with corresponding values of σCC and εCC[83].  

The interaction between water molecule and CNTs is considered as combined effect 

contributed by pair Lennard-Jones potential and quadrupole potential among charged 

sites, while the quadrupole potential[84] is in the form of [83]:  
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where α, β run over all Cartesian coordinates x, y, z and r is the distance between the 

charge site and the quadrupole carbon site. And δαβ is the delta function, and ,   is the 

quadrupole moment tensor. The values applied to the potentials are given in Table 5-3. 

Table 5-3 potential function parameters of water-carbon interaction 

Parameters Values Units 

εCO  0.0091  eV 

σOO  3.5196  Å 

Θα,β 3.03×10-40 C m2 

 

All simulation is carried out with LAMMPS[36] which has quadrupole potential 

implemented under the latest version. The MD simulation work consists of two parts. 

One focus will be investigating how the separation distance affects the wettability of twin 

carbon nanotubes immersed in liquid water. Two carbon nanotubes are placed in liquid 

water box with a fixed distance varying from 8.5 Å to 15 Å. The water box, with 

dimension of 63Å×63Å×75Å, contains more than 9000 water molecules which may 

slightly vary e with different separation distance between two carbon nanotubes. The 

initial lattice of water is set to 3.10 Å with cubic crystal structure such that the density of 

water is 1000kg/m3 at room temperature (298K); periodic boundary conditions are 

applied to all three directions. All water molecules are integrated with Verlet algorithm 

within canonical ensemble. The simulation is performed with a cutoff distance of 20 Å 

for pair potential and 25 Å for electrostatic related potential, while the timestep is set to 1 

fs. It is worth to notice that water molecules are only affected by pair potential and 

quadrupole potential between carbon atom and oxygen atom since only water molecules 
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will be integrated in the simulation box in order to have a fixed separation distance. As 

the second part of this work, the contact angle of the droplet with same size sitting on a 

carbon nanotube plate will be measured after its equilibrium state is achieved. Similar to 

part one, the cases with/without quadrupole potential will be studied to investigate the 

significance of the quadrupole effect on wetting phenomena. A cubic water box with 

dimension of 20Å×20Å×20Å is equilibrated to sphere-like droplet by 200 ps before it is 

placed on carbon nanotube plate. The lattice of initial cubic droplet is set to be 4.91 Å 

with face-centered cubic corresponding to liquid water density of 1000kg/m3 at room 

temperature. 

5.3 Results and Discussions 

The relationship between separation distance and wettability of carbon nanotube is 

studied first. The twin CNTs are immersed in water at room temperature with a fixed 

distance ranging from 8.5 Å to 15 Å. Figure 5-2 gives snapshots of water molecules 

distribution within 10% of the simulation box along with CNT’s axis direction. It should 

be pointed out that “NQ” means quadrupole potential disabled and “WQ” means “with 

quadrupole potential enabled.”  
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(a ) NQ, d = 13 Å (b) WQ, d = 13 Å 

  

(c) NQ, d = 14 Å (d) WQ, d = 14 Å 
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(e) NQ, d = 15 Å (f)WQ, d = 15 Å 

Figure 5-2 Comparison of wettability of CNT with different separation distance 

 

It can be seen that the critical value of wetting CNT aligned plate for both cases has 

values between 13 Å and 14 Å. These results also demonstrated that quadrupole potential 

has a negligible effect on wetting CNTs which is in agreement with ref[82]. It is also 

interesting to notice that a stable configuration between water molecules and CNT is 

formed when the system is fully equilibrated. In other words, a certain thick vacuum 

region exists around each carbon nanotube. With the purpose of investigating the 

thickness of this vacuum region, the time- averaged minimum distance between center of 

mass of water molecule and central line of carbon nanotube tube is measured. The value 

for the cases without counting electrostatic quadrupole moment is around 3.15 Å, while 

the value is 3.02 Å for those with quadrupole term enabled. It is found that the level of 

this plateau coincides with the thickness of 1.5 layer of water, which is also confirmed by 

Wallqvist and Berne[85].Therefore, it can be concluded that the electrostatic quadrupole 

moment only has a minor impact on wetting. Table 5-4 shows the obtained minimum 
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distance for each case. In general, the cases with the quadrupole term appended have 

lower values, which could be caused by relatively larger attractive force to hydrogen than 

to repulsive force to the oxygen atom. Though electrostatic quadrupole momentum will 

lead to lower distance, the difference is only 4.3%. Furthermore, it can be confirmed that 

quadrupole potential will cause minor difference in wetting carbon nanotubes. 

Table 5-4 Minimum distance between water molecule and single CNT at equilibrium 

 NQ WQ 

d = 8.5 Å 3.188±0.022 Å 3.028±0.023 Å 

d = 9.0 Å 3.172±0.022 Å 3.022±0.025 Å 

d = 10 Å 3.156±0.024 Å 3.021±0.029 Å 

d = 12 Å 3.195±0.020 Å 3.000±0.032 Å 

d = 13 Å 3.171±0.023 Å 3.027±0.031 Å 

d = 14 Å 3.134±0.031 Å 3.014±0.030 Å 

d = 15 Å 3.163±0.028 Å 3.012±0.025 Å 

 

As the second part of the simulation work, the contact angle of water droplet on 

various CNT composed plates are measured. Figure 5-3 shows the initial configuration of 

simulation box, where an equilibrated sphere-like water droplets is placed on the top of 

the plate. In order to investigate the quadrupole effect on droplet contact angle, a pair of 

cases with or without appending quadrupole term is studied. The only difference between 

all carbon nanotube plates is the separation distance which also varies from 8.5 Å to 15 

Å. 

Usually, when a liquid droplet with its vapor phase is placed on a solid substrate, as 
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indicated by Young’s equation, the three phases-liquid, solid, and vapor-reach a 

mechanical equilibrium when the three surface tension at interface between each phase 

balance at the contact line. However, it has been suggested that an addition term (line 

tension) should be included as a correction in order to properly describe the relationship 

between contact angle and surface tension[86]. In this work, the contact angle is 

measured by a popular used geometric technique which can be expressed as[87], 
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where ρl = 1.0 g/cm3 [30] and ρv = 0.59×10-3 g/cm3 [30] are the density of bulk liquid and 

vapor respectively, re is the location of equimolar Gibbs dividing surface, and d is the 

thickness of the phase transition. The detailed procedure is described as following. The 

time-averaged spatial density profile of the water droplet is obtained first by cylindrically 

binning the atoms around a reference axis perpendicular to the surface through the center 

of mass (COM) of the droplet. Variable r in eq. (5.4) is the horizontal distance from the 

reference axis across the COM, and z the height coordinate along the surface normal 

direction. The bins in the coordinate system used in the density distribution calculations 

have a height of Δz = 0.5 nm and a base area of ΔA = 1~4 nm2, hence the radial bin 

boundaries being located at /ir i A    where i = 1, 2, 3… is an index for the radial 

bins. After the cylindrical density distribution is obtained, the phase transition part can be 

determined by fitting eq. (5.4) for each slab at z. Finally the fourth order polynomial 

fitting is carried out to obtain tangential value at z = 0 where is the position of the top 

surface of CNT plate, so that the contact angles can be calculated for each case. It should 

be mentioned that the COM of the liquid droplet is shifted to the origin point O such that 
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a minimum error can be guaranteed when determining the reference axis that goes across 

the COM of the droplet. The fitting process was done by GNU scientific library[88]. The 

sample in total is 100 with time interval of 0.5 ps. Each case starts with the exactly same 

equilibrated droplet.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5-3 Initial configuration of simulation box (d = 8.5Å) 

 

It is found that the cases without quadrupole potential enabled cannot give a 

reasonable contact angle because the droplet collapses on the plate no matter how the 

separation distance varies. However, the droplets that have quadrupole potential effect 

accounted for can sit on the plate stably and hold their sphere-like shape well. Figure 5-4 

gives a comparison of the pair cases with separation distance of 12 Å to demonstrate. It 

can be seen that all water molecules collapse and piled up on the top of the CNT plate in 

Figure 5-4(a), while Figure 5-4(b) shows a water droplet with a few vapor molecules 

around stably sit on the plate at the end of the simulation. It is also shown in Figure 

5-4(a) that lots of water molecule fell into the gaps between carbon nanotubes, many 
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more than in Figure 5-4(b). In order to show the water molecule distribution among 

carbon nanotubes, Figure 5-5(a) and (b) corresponding to Figure 5-4(a) and (b) are given. 

It can be seen that the gap is not wetted, as confirmed by the previous results. Another 

observation is that many more water molecules stuck in the plate due to less repulsive 

force on oxygen atoms which could be caused by the special structure of capped-end of 

“armchair” carbon nanotubes.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5-4 A comparison between two cases with/without quadrupole term (d = 13 Å) 

 

Table 5-5 gives those contact angles measured for each of the cases. (“N/A” 

indicates that a sphere-like droplet is not formed, thus, contact angle is not measurable). 

It is interesting to find that the contact angle is smaller than that reported in the literature. 

One obvious reason comes from the very different environment when measuring the 

contact angle. In real experiments, it is very hard to keep the purity of a CNT plate, not 

only in aspect of material but also in structure. However, the MD simulation does not 

account for factors associated with purity. Another main reason comes from the size 
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effect. Currently, nearly all of the contact angles obtained in micro-scale are at the level 

of millimeter. However, the droplet size in this simulation is in the nano-scale. Though no 

direct experimental result can be used to compare with that from MD simulation, it is still 

meaningful to investigate the mechanism of hydrophobic phenomena of carbon nanotube 

at molecular level, because it is possible to count the hydrophobicity weight contributed 

through molecular interactions without introducing other uncontrollable affects.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5-5 water molecule distribution with carbon nanotube plates (d = 13Å) 

 

Through Table 5-5, it is found that when the separation distance is 13Å, it reached the 

maximum contact angle of 119.777±0.026◦ which could make the plate as more 

hydrophobic. A distance of 14 Å also produces a large contact angle of 106.519±0.018◦, 

while for the other cases; carbon nanotube plate even cannot be hydrophobic, like the one 

with separation distance 8.5 Å. Thus, it can be concluded that separation distance will 

significantly affect the hydrophobicity of carbon nanotube plate based on current 

simulation results. 
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Table 5-5 contact angles of droplet sitting on various CNT plate with/without quadrupole 

potential 

 NQ WQ 

d = 8.5 Å N/A 38.288±0.044◦ 

d = 9.0 Å N/A 56.403±0.038◦ 

d = 10 Å N/A 95.959±0.026◦ 

d = 12 Å N/A 99.209±0.019◦ 

d = 13 Å N/A 119.777±0.026◦ 

d = 14 Å N/A 106.519±0.018◦ 

d = 15 Å N/A 59.008±0.029◦ 

 

5.4 Conclusions 

Interactions between “armchair” CNT plate and nano-sized water droplets are studied 

by molecular dynamics. It is found that the quadrupole term which act on the charged 

sites of the water has a minor influence on wetting process to twin carbon nanotubes. The 

critical wetting distance between carbon nanotubes is a value between 13Å and 14 Å no 

matter if quadrupole term is included or not to the water molecule potential. 

Quantitatively, the minimum distance between carbon nanotube and water molecules at 

equilibrium is 3.02Å for quadrupole enabled cases, and 3.15Å for the quadrupole 

disabled cases. The quadrupole term will reduce such distance, but the difference is only 

4.3%. Thus, it is still safe to conclude that the quadrupole term has a negligible effect on 

the wetting process of carbon nanotubes. 

Quite differently from the wetting process, the quadrupole term turns to be a very 

important factor when a liquid droplet is interacting with CNT plate. For those cases 
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without quadrupole term appended, all the droplets collapsed while those cases with 

quadrupole terms enabled can form a sphere-like droplet and sits stably on the plate. A 

critical separation distance of a value around 13Å is found to obtain the maximum 

contact angle of nano-sized droplet. Contact angle of liquid water is very sensitive to 

separation distance, due to the fact that, it is found that the plate cannot be even called 

hydrophobic for some cases, like that with separation distance 8.5 Å. 
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Chapter 6 Molecular Dynamics Simulation on Rapid Boiling of 

Water on a Hot Copper Plate 

6.1 Introduction 

In a normal boiling process, the vapor bubble is generated heterogeneously near the 

heat wall. When the liquid is superheated to a degree much higher than the normal 

saturation temperature and approaching the thermodynamic critical temperature, 

homogeneous vapor bubble nucleation takes place at an extremely high rate, which lead 

to the near-surface region of the materials being ejected rapidly[89]; this process is 

referred to as rapid boiling. The rapid boiling is also referred to as vapor explosion, phase 

flashing, thermal detonation, and rapid phase transitions. Many special events occur 

during rapid boiling, such as pressure shock wave, bubble clusters formed by tiny 

bubbles, and high superheat. Many experimental works are reported [90-93], but these 

experimental works are limited in either length or time scales. Due to the limitation of 

classical macroscopic theory, many special phenomena in phase explosion cannot be well 

explained. 

A molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, which has advantages of describing any 

physical process at atomic level, is widely applied to study micro- and nanoscale heat and 

mass transfer problems. Dou et al. presented a microscopic description on rapid boiling 

of water films adjacent to heated gold surface, and found that the vaporization 

phenomena highly depended on the initial thickness of the water film[94]. Gu and 

Urbassek performed MD simulation on rapid boiling of liquid-argon films irradiated by 

ultrafast laser[95]. Zou et al. simulated a homogenous nucleation of water and liquid 
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nitrogen in the rapid boiling, and energy conversion and redistribution were studied[96].  

Though the existing MD work have provided some molecular level understandings of the 

phase transition in the rapid boiling, few work revealed the thermal and dynamic 

mechanisms caused by an extremely high heat flux through metal plate, like copper. 

Moreover, few researchers paid attentions on the dynamic phenomenon associated with 

different phases after the rapid boiling, although mechanical factor (like thermal stress) 

was always considered as an important effect determining machining performance in 

most applications. A study of water film’s mechanical behavior is important from both 

fundamental and practical viewpoints, due to the trends of miniaturization of devices 

(MEMS, NEMS, etc.) and a demand by the development in much other technology 

(water photo-electrolysis[97], boundary lubrication[98], etc.).  

In this paper, both thermal and dynamic phenomena of an ultrathin water film will be 

investigated during and after rapid boiling. 

6.2 Physical Models and Methods 

The computational domain is divided into three regions, namely vapor, liquid and 

solid region. Both vapor and liquid regions are filled with water molecules, and the solid 

is a copper plate. In consideration of accuracy in description of water’s dynamic and 

thermal properties, a four-site water model (TIP4P)[57] is adapted to model vapor and 

liquid water. The well-accepted water molecular potential function, which consists of the 

contributions from electrostatic, dispersion and repulsive forces, is used to describe 

intermolecular interaction of water molecules: 
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where, a and b denote two different molecules, subscript i and j represent atoms of 

hydrogen or oxygen in one individual TIP4P molecule, and kc is the electrostatic constant. 

The long-range columbic contribution to the entire system is computed by PPPM 

(particle-particle particle-mesh) approach[32] with an accuracy of 1.0×10-6. It should be 

pointed out that the pair potential only counts the interaction between oxygen atoms 

within the cutoff distance of 12 Å; both bond and angle interactions within a single water 

molecule are considered as rigid, thus SHAKE[33] algorithm is applied to each water 

molecule to hold its geometry shape such that a longer time step of 1 fs can be utilized. 

The water region is built with face-center cubic unit (FCC) with lattice constant of 37.0 Å 

and 3.103 Å, respectively, subject to the densities of vapor and liquid at 1 atm[37]. For 

the copper plate, it is also modeled with face-centered cubic unit (FCC) with the lattice 

constant of 3.615 Å, which is consistent with the density of 8.9×103 kg/m3. It should be 

mentioned that the interaction between copper atoms are not considered, instead, many 

artificial Cu-Cu harmonic bonds are created for the plate to introduce Cu-Cu spring-like 

interaction, which will be discussed later. The interaction between copper and oxygen or 

hydrogen atoms are considered using the Lenard Jones potential.  

Table 6-1 water potential parameters 

Parameters Values Units 

εOO  0.006998  eV 

σOO  3.16438  Å 

qH 0.52 e 

qO -1.04 e 

εCuO 0.06387 eV 

σCuO 2.7172 Å 

εCuH 0.03396 eV 

σCuH 1.335 Å 

E 274~306 GPa 

d 3.615 Å 

vs 3901 m/s 
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In order to introduce a more physically-sound thermostat to create heat flux through 

copper plate rather than artificially rescaling velocity of atoms, the copper plate is 

modeled using the approach described in[99]. As shown in Figure 6-1, five layers of 

atoms are created in FCC configuration. The top three layers (white) are “real” copper 

atoms.  

 

 

 

Figure 6-1 Structures of the copper plate, artificial harmonic bond are created by 

connecting neighbor atom within a distance of 2.56 Å 

 

The fourth layer (blue) is considered to be phantom atoms exerted with a force 

combined with a damping force and random force that subject to Gaussian distribution. 

The fifth layer is fixed in order to prevent atoms from penetration. The standard deviation 

of the random force is, 
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 (6.2) 

where α is dependent on desired temperature and integration time length, 
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   (6.3) 

where Debye frequency ωD can be estimated by, 
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where vs is the speed of sound in the solid. Thus, the energy flux to the simulation system 

can be accurately calculated by integrating the exciting force and the damping force 

applied to those phantom atoms. It can also be seen from Figure 6-1 that an artificial 

harmonic bond is created by connecting neighbor copper atoms that are within its shortest 

distance of 2.56 Å. Since the interaction between atoms within the second layer of 

phantom atom is modeled with artificial harmonic bond, it is important to use a 

reasonable spring constant to obtain an accurate thermostat. The interatomic spring 

constant k is tightly related to Young’s Modules thus it could be estimated with formula 

below, 

k Ed  (6.5) 

where E is Young’s Modules of solid copper, and d is corresponding lattice constant of 

solid metal. Table 6-1 gives all the parameters required in this simulation. 

The simulation is carried out within the framework of the open Source MD code 

LAMMPS[36]. The entire simulation box has both length and width of 82.89 Å, and a 

height of 240 Å. Periodic boundary conditions are applied to all directions parallel to the 

surface of the plate, while a reflecting wall, which will bound the molecules back when 

they pass through the wall, is placed at the top to seal the simulation box. No energy 

transfer will occur through the interaction between molecules and this wall. By creating 

this wall, the water film can be successfully confined in the simulation box, and form a 
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stable floating film during the later period of rapid boiling. At the same time, an empty 

space is included in the z-direction to remove dipole interactions between the slab and its 

images by extending the volume by two times. The water regions are filled with 12,504 

molecules (~6.2 nm in thickness) and there are 5,290 copper atoms in the hot plate. It is 

worth to mention that the size of simulation box and number of water molecules is 

chosen based on the water density at 298K and 1 atmosphere pressure. Before the liquid 

water is heated by the hot plate, the system must be equilibrated in the following two 

steps: (1) the entire water zones are first equilibrated with certain thermostat (Berendsen 

thermostat)[35] until the temperature of water system was equilibrated to a stable value 

of 298 K, and (2) the copper plate is then heated to 1000 K with “phantom atom” 

thermostat as stated above while the water molecules are isolated from the integration. 

After those preparations steps are done, the liquid water at 298 K is suddenly placed on 

the hot plate. The entire system is still integrated with NVE ensemble during the 

simulation and copper plate is still controlled to desired temperature of 1000K with 

“phantom atom” thermostat. The value of 1000K is chosen to guarantee that the 

temperature above the threshold as above in bubble formation[100] while it is still below 

the melting point of copper. 

6.3 Results and Discussions 

The monitored temperatures of the copper plate and entire water region are recorded 

and shown in Figure 6-2.  
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Figure 6-2Temperature variation of water and hot copper plate 

 

It can be seen that there is an obvious temperature drop from 1000 K to a minimum 

value of 800 K when the “cold” water film touches the hot plate due to heat conduction 

mechanism of solid copper. It takes around 50 ps before the temperature of the hot copper 

turning back to 1000 K the continuingly added heat flux. The temperature of water region 

keeps increasing from 298 K to 400 K during the initial 80 ps.  
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(a) 10 ps (↑)   (b) 20 ps (↑)   (c) 30 ps (↑) 

     

(d) 50 ps (↑)    (e) 80 ps (↑)     (f) 120 ps (↓) 

     

(g) 200 ps (↓)    (h) 300 ps (↑)    (i) 400 ps (↓) 

Figure 6-3 Snapshots of water molecule distribution through time 10 ps to 400 ps 
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Figure 6-3 gives several snapshots of molecules spatial distribution at representative 

times (the arrow in the parenthesis denotes the moving direction of the bulk fluid). An 

obvious volume expansion of liquid water can be observed during the period from 10 to 

20 ps by measuring the height of the liquid film. A low density vapor region appears at 

time of 30 ps, and the entire water domain can be clearly divided into three regions: top 

vapor region, liquid region and the lower vapor region near the hot plate. Due to 

continuous heat flux absorbed by water molecules, the lower vapor region keeps 

expanding up to 80 ps when the water film collide with the top wall. During this period, 

the entire wall surface is covered by vapor and the water film floats on the top of the 

vaporized water molecules layer in a manner reminiscent of the Leidenfrost phenomenon 

[101]. After the elastic collision with the wall, the film is forced to move backward, as 

shown in Figure 6-3(f). At approximately 200 ps, water film starts moving upward again 

due to larger pressure in the lower vapor region. The film hits against the top wall and 

rebound at 300 ps and suspended at 400 ps again. In corresponding to piston-like motion 

of liquid film, the COM’s trajectory (z-component) of water region is recorded and shown 

in Figure 6-4.  
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Figure 6-4 z-component of COM associated to water molecules within the simulation box 

 

The period from 0 to 80 ps is rapid boiling transition, and the rest is the bulk liquid’s 

piston-like motion moment. It can be seen that the stationary point is flatter and higher, 

which means that the bulk liquid water will be stationary and eventually suspended 

somewhere adjacent to the wall due to the fact that the system keeps receiving the 

constant flux through copper plate. 

In order to have a closer look at the density variation, the spatial density profile is 

computed by averaging density in 63 bins which are built by uniformly chopping the 

simulation box in the vertical direction; the final profile of density are shown in Figure 

6-5 and the bulk liquid water moving directions are denoted by the arrow. It can be seen 

that the maximum bulk liquid density keeps decreasing during the moving process until it 

impact with the wall (see Figure 6-5(a)) due to rapid boiling. The increasing of the 

maximum density at 80 ps comes from the water molecules’ compression due to their 
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inertia when they hits against the wall. In Figure 6-5(b), the maximum density also 

decreases when the bulk liquid moving backward mainly due to liquid expansion. 

Comparison between Figure 6-5(c) and (d) indicates that the maximum density does not 

change anymore and the height of the bulk liquid water keeps almost a constant; this 

indicates that phase change at the liquid-vapor interface is balanced during this period. 

Interestingly, a non-vaporized water molecule layer always exists at the interface between 

solid copper and lower vapor region no matter how long the heating processing lasts. 

This special zone, which is denoted as “hot gas-like zone”, is also observed during 

evaporation process[102]. The density of this zone decreases during the period of rapid 

boiling and gradually stabilized at 0.2 g/cm3. Figure 6-6 shows the variation of the “hot 

gas-like” water molecule distribution on the surface of the copper plate. From 0 to 60 ps, 

it can be seen more and more localized “dry” region appears on the wall surface. 

However, during the later period, a fixed number of hot gas-like water molecules attached 

on the copper plate even continuous heat flux flows through the plate to water regions. 

This phenomenon could be raised by disjoining pressure that arise from Van der Waals 

attractive interaction between two parallel layers[103], here, by lower surface of water 

vapor and top surface of copper plate. 
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(a) 10 – 80 ps (b) 80 – 200 ps 

  

(c) 200 – 300 ps (d) 300 – 400 ps 

Figure 6-5 One-dimensional spatial density distribution at various times 
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The temporal density profile is also computed and rendered into a 2-D plot in 

Figure 6-7 where the vertical axis is the distance measured from the surface of the copper 

plate and the horizontal axis is the simulation time. The band that represents the bulk 

water film becomes narrower and narrower during the period of rapid boiling (0-80ps). It 

expands a little back to original thickness and keeps constant due to phase transition 

balance at the interface, which is consistent with the results in Figure 6-5. 

   
0 ps 20 ps 40 ps 

   
60 ps 80 ps 400 ps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 400ps side view 
 

 

Figure 6-6 Top views of water molecules distribution on the surface of the copper 

plate 

 

 

Figure 6-8 shows the temperature variation in each region by dynamically detecting 

the liquid-vapor interfaces. During the period of rapid boiling, temperature in the lower 

vapor region is much higher than middle liquid film and top vapor regions. The 

maximum temperature of lower vapor region is 780 K which is only 220 K below the 

initial temperature of the plate (1000 K). In consideration of the temperature drop of the 

plate, the temperature difference between bottom vapor and copper plate is even smaller. 
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For the lower vapor region, it can be seen that temperature suddenly fell at around 45 ps 

when the vapor regions is fully expanded such that the amount of kinetic energy of 

molecules are converted to potential energy.  

 

Figure 6-7 Variation of one dimensional spatial density distribution with time 

A similar drop also appear in middle bulk water film due to energy conversion to 

potential energy during mass flux flow to the lower vapor region. For the newly created 

vapor region, an increase at time 70 ps is caused by absorbing the heat flux continuously 

entering the vapor region. Because the compression process where the kinetic energy is 

converted to be potential energy again when bulk liquid hit against the wall, a 

temperature drop occurs again. Since all the three regions are compressed at this time, so 

all of them have drops at 80 ps.  
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Figure 6-8 Temperature variation in three regions 

Similarly, at 300 ps, an obvious temperature drop appeared in middle bulk liquid and 

top vapor again due to compression. The temperature in the lower vapor region does not 

fall because the volume of this region is larger enough to overcome the kinetic energy 

loss due to compression. In addition, continuously entering heat flux provides enough 

energy to fill the small amount of the lost energy.  

6.4 Conclusions 

Molecular dynamics simulation is carried out to study the rapid boiling of liquid 

water film on a hot copper plate. It was found that the bulk liquid water moves like a 

piston with two vapor regions at bottom and top after phase explosion. The trajectory 

variation of water molecule’s COM value (z-component) indicates that the piston-like 

motion of the liquid film will finally stop and suspended somewhere close to the top wall. 

A group of non-vaporization molecular, which has a constant density of 0.2 g/cm3 and 

tightly attached to the localized “dry” surface of the plate, is observed no matter how long 
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the heat process lasts. It is also found that temperature at each region decreases during the 

compression process where kinetic energy of molecules is converted to potential energy 

when water film hits the fixed top wall. It worth to mention that molecular dynamics is 

highly dependent on the accuracy of potential function that employed, thus different 

potential functions for water models, copper plate, and interaction between them may 

lead to uncertainties in results. It is encouraged to study more on how the water models 

affect the final result in the next stage of research. 
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CHAPTER 7 ATOMISTIC-CONTINUUM HYBRID 

SIMULATION OF HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN ARGON 

FLOW AND COPPER PLATES  

7.1 Introduction 

Fluid dynamics and heat transfer behaviors in micro fluidics have drawn intensive 

attentions in the last two decades due to the rapid development of MEMS/NEMS and 

many other micromechanics applications [104-106]. A better scientific understanding on 

fundamental mechanism at such small scale will definitely bring a favorable impact on in 

the foreseeable future. For example, an improved understanding of thermal conductivity 

from atomic point of view reveal the causes leading to thermal damage of the computer 

chip which is supposed to be thermally safe under the conventional Fourier law. It is 

often found that some experimentally measured parameters under micro- spatial/temporal 

scale, such as heat transfer coefficient at solid-fluid interface and thermal conductivity at 

solid-solid interface, dramatically disagree with the ones predicted through conventional 

theory for macro-scale, due to size effect [107]. In order to better understanding the heat 

transfer mechanism in micro-/nano-scale, numerical simulation is an effective and 

promising alternative approach. 

It is well known that the widely applied three conservation laws can resolve problems 

for macroscopic scale. However, due to the break-down of continuum assumption, it is 

also understood that an advanced theory should be developed to remedy the subsistent 

disadvantage of current conservation laws based simulation tools. Thus, classical 

molecular dynamics simulations are emerging as another powerful tool to provide 
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detailed information on phonon scattering, which further can be used to calculate 

corresponding thermal properties through certain formula, such as Green-Kubo 

formulism. A faithful representation of dynamic system should be spatially and 

temporally large and long enough [107]. As a result, such level of simulation is far 

beyond the most advanced super computer simulation capability.  

As a compromise and meanwhile to take full advantages of both sides, a hybrid 

simulation scheme that solve three conservation equations in larger domain while resolve 

atomic trajectory in smaller domain could be a promising approach at the present time. In 

fact, several effective hybrid simulation methods have been developed to study these 

particular phenomena caused by the size effect; these methods include atomic finite 

element method (AFEM) [108], atomistic-smooth particle method [109], and atomistic-

finite volume method[110]. The AFEM has advantage of high computational efficiency 

for solid state problems, and the smooth-particle method is a simulation technique that is 

still under development [111], which also suffers issues from unclear physical meaning at 

boundary. A literature survey indicates that atomistic-finite volume method is the most 

popular hybrid approach among those similar hybrid schemes [112-120].  

Since many problems are tangled with fluid flow, finite volume method based hybrid 

scheme are widely adopted. Yasuda and Yamamoto carried out the hybrid simulations for 

some element flow of Lennard-Jones liquids and demonstrated the validity of this hybrid 

simulation scheme. Barsky [121] use this scheme to study dynamic of a single tethered 

polymer in a solvent. A series of conformational properties of the polymer for various 

shear rates are obtained. Yasuda, and Yamamoto [122] have demonstrated that the hybrid 

simulation of molecular dynamic and CFD is able to reach a good consistency as long as 
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the mesh size and time step of CFD domain is not too large comparing to the system size 

and sample during in MD simulation. Wang and He [123] have developed a dynamic 

coupling model for a hybrid atomistic-continuum in micro- and nano-fluidics. However, 

most of them primarily emphasize on momentum coupling, while only a few account for 

energy exchanging at the coupling region. Liu et al. [124] developed computer codes that 

coupled continuum-atomistic simulator and conducted simulation on heat transfer in 

micro-/nano- flows. Sun et al. [125] have developed molecular dynamics-continuum 

hybrid scheme and studied condensation of gas flow in a micro-channel.  

An atomic-continuum hybrid simulation of convective heat transfer between argon 

and two parallel copper plates is carried out. The continuum domain is solved using 

OpenFOAM [126], while the molecular domain is described using LAMMPS[127]; there 

is an overlap domain for data exchange between the continuum and molecular domains. 

This approach is similar to of the recently released CFDEM library [128], but with 

significant extension. A solver that is fully capable of solving continuum domain and 

atomic domain through multi-processor super computer system is developed under PISO 

(Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators) solving procedure. It should be mentioned 

that a reduced unit system is employed in this simulation model. The characteristic 

dimensions of length, energy, and mass are Lenard-Jones diameter σ, the minimum value 

of the potential ε, and the mass m of argon atom, for argon. An asterisk (*) will be used to 

represent the reduced quantities such as the reduced length r* = r/σ, and the reduced 

temperature T*= Tkb/ε, the reduced pressure P* = Pσ/ε, the reduced mass density ρ* = 

ρσ3/m, the reduced time t* = t (ε/m/σ2)1/2. All the results will be converted back to the 

dimensional form for discussion. 
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7.2 Physical Models and Methods 

7.2.1 Domain Decomposition 

In order to solve the problem, a three dimensional model that involve liquid argon 

and solid copper wall is created. Since the entire computational domain will be resolved 

with finite volume method (FVM) and atom-based molecular dynamics, the 

computational domain is decomposed into three regions: continuum region (C), atomic 

region (P), and overlapped region (O) between C and P regions (see Fig. 1). In the C 

region, the fluid flow will be solved with FVM based on classical Navier-Stokes 

equations, while the P region will be resolved with classical molecular dynamics with an 

appropriate potential function. A set of coupling schemes, which will be described in the 

following section, is adopted to guarantee that momentum and heat flux through specified 

control layers laying at both the top and bottom of O region, namely, P→C and C→P 

regions, are continuous. 
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Figure 7-1 Schematic of domain decomposition 

7.2.2 Governing equations for continuum region (C) 

Since the density change during the process is negligible, the argon flow in the 

continuum region is considered to be incompressible. Meanwhile, the flow is considered 

to be unsteady, thus any minor affects, such as velocity fluctuation altered through atomic 

domain during small time-step simulation can be conveyed back and further affects the 

behaviors in the C region. The governing equation for C region can be expressed as 

follows: 

Continuity equation: 

0 U  (7-1) 
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Momentum equation: 
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It is important to point out that thermal conductivity, dynamic viscosity, and specific 

heat are treated as constants since the temperature difference within the C domain is 

relatively small.  

7.2.3 Potential functions for the atomic region (P) 

In the atomic domain, classical molecular dynamics simulation is adopted to resolve 

the trajectory evolution of argon atoms. An important assumption for classical molecular 

dynamics states that the potential energy is a function that only depends on atomic 

positions. Therefore, an appropriate potential function is essential to describe the 

interaction among atoms and to govern the dynamic behaviors of atoms in the simulation 

box. For the interaction between argon atoms, the following commonly accepted 

modified Lennard-Jones potential, which is able to avoid abrupt energy decrease near 

cutoff distance, will be used:  
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 (7-4) 

where ε is minimum potential energy and is depth of argon Lennar-Jones potential well, 

rij is vector connecting atoms ith and jth, and rc is cutoff radius which usually chosen as a 

length of 3.5σ. 

For the potential function of metallic atoms, the Lennard-Jones type function is not 
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well-defined because the contribution from free electrons, which play a key role in 

thermal transport in most metal, is oversimplified. In fact, as stated in [129], the 

contribution of free electrons to the thermal conductivity is approximately 100 times 

more than that of the lattices. Embedded-atom method (EAM) [130] generated potential 

is a special potential that consider free electron effect on interatomic interaction between 

ions by introducing an electron density function. And it is fitted to the following 

mathematical form based on experimental data, 

     EAM ij i j ij ij

j i j i
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V r F f r r
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   (7-5) 

where the first term on the right hand side accounts for the electrons contribution due to 

interaction between electron gas and nuclei. The second term φ account for the two-body 

interaction between the nuclei. Since the classical molecular dynamics assume that 

electron position relative to nuclei is rigidly fixed (Born-Oppenheimer approximation), 

which lead to a huge simplification to avoid cumbersome computation for the molecular 

system, the atomic system can be easily described by solving a set of Newtonian 

mechanics equations: 
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where mi is atomic mass of ith atom, r is the position of atom i, and V is corresponding 

potential energy. 

7.2.4 Coupling (Overlap) region 

7.2.4.1 Momentum coupling 

In the overlap region, a control layer (C→P) is constructed to achieve the momentum 

consistencies between the atomic and continuum domains. The momentum consistency 
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implies that the mean momentum in the molecular region should be equal to the 

instantaneous macroscopic momentum from continuum region, i.e.:  

i i J Jm Mv U  (7-7) 

where the left hand side is spatial average of momentum, and the right hand side 

represents the momentum in the specific control volume. 

In order to achieve this momentum consistency, an external force that is proportional 

to the momentum difference at the same location between the one that from continuum 

level and the other one from molecular domain will exert on atoms within the control 

layer (see C→P layer in Fig. 1). In fact, the velocity in each control volume can be 

explicitly obtained by solving momentum equations. Another velocity from molecular 

dynamics within the same control volume can be estimated by:  
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Thus, the force that will act on each atom in the C→P region can be estimated through its 

acceleration:  
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where the first term reflects the velocity difference and the second term is to adjust the 

strength of molecules motion. Number n represent coupling interval between two 

different domains, δtP is the time-step in molecular dynamic simulation, NP-C is number 

molecules within control volume, and the force f is the one derived from potential 

function. In addition, the last term represents the inherent fluctuation in molecular system 
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to accelerate or decelerate molecules. The summation of this term within the control 

volume is zero [112]. It should be pointed out that even the second term is only expressed 

as fi/mi, it also obtains good results as reported in some researchers’ work [113, 123]. At 

the same time, the velocity values estimated at the local cell that involve bottom 

boundary will be assigned as boundary condition of the continuum domain, as shown as 

P→C in Fig. 1. 

7.2.4.2 Temperature coupling 

Similar to the momentum coupling, the temperature field from atomic domain should 

also match that from the continuum domain. In order to synchronize temperature, each 

local cell that has atoms in the control layer is connected to a thermal reservoir that holds 

the temperature of collocated control volume in the continuum domain. Meanwhile, the 

temperature estimated through kinetic theory will be assigned to continuum domain, 

through P→C layer. The temperature from molecular domain is estimated by:  
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where the velocity u, which is considered as the bulk velocity of a group of molecules 

located within one control volume, is obtained from the continuum level computation. 

The above thermal reservoir that will be connected to the control volume in the 

control layer is realized by Langevin method [131]. The acceleration of atom i is 

calculated from:  
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where the first term on the right hand side represents the thermal fluctuation, fi is the 
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force estimated through potential function, F is a random force vector that satisfy 

Gaussian distribution with mean value of 0 and standard deviation of (2αkBT/δtP)1/2, 

where α is damping factor and T is target temperature [131]. In this work, the velocity 

difference is assumed to be immediately eliminated so that the damping factor is set to be 

1.0. 

Figure 7-2 shows the computational flowchart which integrate MD evolution into 

CFD solver based on the solver pisoFoam. Momentum and pressure equations are solved 

through the PISO algorithm, and temperature field will be resolved afterwards. Classical 

molecular dynamics simulation will be performed for certain FVM time-step (coupling 

interval) after reading atoms’ velocity and position successively. Then the results from 

MD will be extracted and transferred back to FVM domain, which will be solved again. 

The entire simulation ends when the iteration reaches to the total simulation time.  
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Figure 7-2 Computation flow chart 

7.3 Results and Discussions 

7.3.1 Code Validation 

In order to validate the implemented schemes, a two-dimensional computational 

domain which includes both continuum and atomic part is created, as shown in Figure 

7-3. It is assumed that the entire domain is filled with liquid argon. For the continuum 

domain, the fluid has a constant density of 0.83m/σ3, kinematic viscosity of 1.144σ2/τ, 

thermal diffusion of 0.598σ2/τ, where the Lennard-Jones parameter σ, ε, mass m, 

Boltzmann constant kB are unit, and reduced time t is defined as (ε/m/σ2)1/2. And the 

molecular domain is modeled with 7,390 Lennard-Jones type atoms. It should be pointed 
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out that the top edge of molecular domain is considered to be an argon atoms composed 

wall in order to mimic the interaction between atoms in MD domain and phantom in CFD 

domain; of course, this treatment can also avoid atom loss. The simulation time step is 

0.001 τ. In order to validate reliability of momentum and energy coupling, two simple 

cases, which include pure fluid dynamics and pure heat conduction problem, are solved 

and compared with published analytical solution.  

Couette flow that is driven by a constant moving top wall is a classical problem that is 

often used for code validation. In order to validate momentum coupling scheme, only the 

momentum coupling operation will be applied to the overlap domain. In other words, 

energy transfer procedure, which is also close related to thermal velocity of atoms, will 

not be activated to alter velocity exchange in this region. However, a thermal reservoir 

that holds a constant temperature of 1.1kB/ε will be connected to the molecular domain, 

such that the argon atoms will have a desired constant temperature. Figure 3(a) shows 

that final configuration of this test case, where the molecular domain has both liquid 

atoms and solid atoms. These solid atoms are used to compose a static wall that mimic 

physical boundary. And the top wall velocity is set to be (1.0σ/τ, 0, 0). Figure 7-3(b) 

shows several velocity profiles along the vertical direction at different times, which are 

50τ, 100τ, 200τ, and 2000τ, respectively. It can be seen that the velocity obtained from 

FVM and MD simulation in the overlap region is consistent with each other at all 

sampled time, which directly demonstrate that the momentum scheme implement works 

in a desirably. In fact, the final velocity profile, which is a straight line, also agrees upon 

the analytical solution [123]. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7-3 Configuration of test cases and final velocity profiles 

To test energy coupling in the overlap domain, heat conduction for both continuum 

domain and molecular domain is solved. The energy equation in continuum domain is 

solved to obtain temperature, and only energy coupling is activated through the overlap 

region this time. The temperature of the top wall of continuum domain is fixed at 1.5 kB/ε 

while the bottom wall of molecular domain is set to be 1.1 kB/ε, as shown in Fig. 4(a). 

Figure 7-4(b) shows temperature profiles at different sample times. It can also be seen 

that the temperature profile along the vertical line, at different time, is gradually being a 

flat straight line, which is also agree well with results from other researchers[123].  
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(a)  (b) 

Figure 7-4 Configuration of test cases and final temperature profiles 

7.3.2 Convection Heat Transfer in Couette Flow  

By following the hypothesis initialized by Tuckerman and Pease [132], the heat 

transfer coefficient may vary significantly when the size approaching to micro-scale. One 

observation can be done from the perspective of Nusselt number, whose definition is 

Nu=hD/k, where h is convective heat transfer coefficient, D is hydraulic diameter, and k 

is thermal conductivity. It is noticed that h is possible to scaled up to thousand or millions 

times if the hydraulic diameter D reduce to micro- or nano- size for a fully developed 

flow in the micro-channel, if the definition of Nu number is still valid and thermal 

conductivity is constant at all scales.  

In this section, heat transfer coefficient h, between argon flow and solid copper 

surface will be estimated by solving momentum and energy equation simultaneously with 

finite volume method in continuum domain and simulating the wall-close domain with 

molecular dynamic approach; momentum and energy are coupled through the overlap 

region at the same time. A new setup is created to study convective heat transfer 
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efficiency by determining heat flux flow across the domain. In comparison with the 

simple test cases, the layout of the entire computational domain is same, but the atoms in 

wall domain are replaced with copper atoms. In addition, EAM potential [33] that is able 

to account for thermal effect contributed by energy carrier of free electron at the very 

beginning of heating process and also describes the variation of bond strength with 

coordination is applied to model the interaction between copper atoms. The interaction 

among argon atoms and the interaction between argon and copper atoms are both 

described with classical Lennard-Jones-type potential. The parameters in Lennard-Jones 

potential for argon-argon interaction, σAr-Ar and εAr-Ar are simply σ and ε [133] for argon. 

For interaction between argon and copper atoms, σAr-Cu and εAr-Cu are 0.64σ and 6.24ε 

[134], which is obtained based on geometric mixture manner[135]. There are 7,390 atoms 

in the atomic domain that holds the same dimension as the cases for validation. In other 

words, the flow density of atomic domain is consistent with the one in the continuum 

domain. But the bottom wall is replaced with copper plate that has different lattice 

constant consistent with density of 3.17σ3. For the temperature configuration, a Langevin 

type thermal reservoir is used to control temperature of the copper wall that holds a 

constant temperature of 1.1ε/kb. Meanwhile, the top wall of the continuum domain has a 

fixed temperature of 1.5ε/kb.  

For velocity arrangement, a fixed velocity of (1.0σ/τ, 0, 0) is applied to the top wall. It 

is worth to notice that no jump condition is applied either to temperature or velocity 

boundary of the top and bottom wall, due to the fact that Knudsen of the system is around 

0.01 [136]. For the thermal reservoirs, a damping factor, which determine the interaction 

frequency with thermal reservoir [127], of 2 is used, instead of 1 after trial and error, and 
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they are connected to control volumes within control layer, such that the temperature 

information can be successfully transmitted to the atomic domain. The coupling interval 

is 100 time-steps. The time-step is set to be 0.005 τ. The cases run for 4000τ in total, such 

that the flow in the computational domain is fully developed. In order to achieve a 

statistically meaningful result, 10 similar cases that have almost the same configurations 

except for initial atomic positions and velocities are simulated. In addition, in order to 

measure the heat flux flowing from hot to cold end, a special region between top and 

bottom wall is created to compute the energy flux when the flow reach to steady state.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7-5 Temperature and velocity distribution along with y axis (Couette flow with 

heat transfer) 

Figure 7-5 shows temperature and velocity profiles along the vertical line when the 

flow is under steady state, where both velocity and temperature profile do not changed 

with time. It can be observed that the temperature and velocity at coupled zone work well 

as expected. Both temperature and velocity are consistent with those from the other 

region, within an acceptable statistical error.  

Finally, the heat transfer coefficient between argon flow and copper wall is estimated 
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through equation as following, 

Q
h

A t T


 
 (7-12) 

where Q it the total energy passes through copper wall, Δt is the time period that this 

amount of energy pass through, ΔT is the temperature difference between the copper wall 

and bulk temperature of argon flow, and A is the surface area of the wall that expose to 

the argon flow. From the atomic perspective, the heat flux can be estimated through 

[137]: 
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where e represents internal energy of atom, vi is velocity of atom, fij is pair-wise force 

between atoms, and rij is relative position between atoms i and j.  

Figure 7-6 shows the real-time variation of heat flux passing through preset region in 

the atomistic domain. It can be seen that the recorded heat flux fluctuated within a certain 

and small range. It worth to point out that the sign change of heat flux is mainly caused 

by large noise and relatively small temperature gradient across the entire atomistic 

computational domain. It is expected that the relative noise level will significantly 

decrease with higher temperature gradient. In this simulation work, however, it is not 

appropriate to impose a large temperature gradient due to a small temperature difference 

between melting and boiling points of the argon. For this reason, the computational 

domain is limited to current domain sizes. As shown in Figure 7-6, a clear trend shows 

that the heat flux is negative though some values are above zero due to noise. The heat 

flux, which is -0.086ε/σ2τ, adopted to compute heat transfer coefficient is an averaged 

value over the latest period of 1000τ, based on 10 cases. It is found that the heat transfer 
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coefficient between argon flow and copper plate is 0.25kb/σ
2τ (1.21×107 W/m2 K), which 

is larger but still in the same order magnitude with the one (0.83×107 W/m2 K, with 

Nu=1.38, k=96.4 mW/m K [35]) predicted based on the hypothesis in reference [36], 

where the expected value may increase significantly if the definition of Nusselt is 

assumed to be valid and thermal conductivity is constant at micro-scale. 

 

Figure 7-6 Heat flux variation along with simulation time-step 

7.4 Conclusions 

In this work, atomistic-continuum hybrid simulation of heat transfer between argon 

flow and copper plate is carried out, based on a general solver that is developed based on 

OpenFOAM and LAMMPS. The validity of this coupling scheme is tested through a 

Couette flow case and a heat conduction case. The solver achieves satisfactory agreement 

with the existing results for testing cases, which mean momentum and energy 

successfully meet continuous requirement at the overlap region. Finally, heat transfer 

coefficient between flowing argon and solid copper plate is studied within this frame 

work. Both velocity and temperature are coupled at the overlap region simultaneously, 

and reach to stable profiles in vertical direction. Then heat flux flowing across the sample 
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region is measured in order to compute heat transfer efficiency. It is found that the heat 

transfer coefficient is larger but still in same order magnitude with the one predicted 

based on the hypothesis in reference [36]. Further investigation is desired to explore heat 

transfer coefficient for micro-channel with other flow medium (such as water), which has 

supportive experimental data, and also allow to impose high temperature to the top and 

bottom walls. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1 Conclusions 

In this dissertation, micro-scale heat transfer phenomena on water is conducted with 

molecular dynamics and hybrid approach. From Chapter 2, it is found that five site 

models is more capable to reproduce thermal conductivity and shear viscosity, while 

three sites models is more preferable for computing specific heat, when the system is at a 

temperature of 298K and 318K. The Chapter 3 widen the temperature range based on the 

work in Chapter 2. It shows that five site model is able to yield thermal conductivity 

values quite well when the temperature of liquid water is at the range from 283K to 

363K. However, for shear viscosity computation, it is found that three and four site 

models start giving a better prediction when the liquid water temperature is higher than 

320K, below which five site model still have the best performance among all. The 

dynamic behavior of a nano bubble growth and annihilation is simulated in Chapter 4, it 

is found that Reyleigh-Plesset equation that is derived from macroscopic point of view 

fail to reproduce radius variation during the entire process. A simulation box that involve 

a static water droplet and CNT composed plate is created to study wetting process when 

two parallel CNTs are immersed in the liquid water and contact angle of a single droplet 

sitting on the plate, as presented in Chapter 5. The result shows that when the separate 

distance between two CNTs is larger than 13 Å, the gap between two CNTs will be 

wetted. It is also found that the contact angle of nano water droplet have the maximum 

value when the separate distance is around 13 Å. In Chapter 6, a rapid boiling process is 

studied by placing a cold water thin film on a 1000 K hot copper plate. The simulation 
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shows that the thin film moves rapidly when phase change in the water film occur. A hot-

gas like zone is observed no matter how hot the plate is. This phenomena is be caused by 

van der Waals force between vapor water molecules and copper atoms. From the 

macroscopic point of view, a similar phenomenon caused by disjoining pressure between 

two parallel plates also exist. In Chapter 7, a hybrid simulation method which combine 

molecular dynamics and finite volume method is presented based on three open-source 

code, including OpenFOAM, LAMMPS, and CFDEM. Heat transfer coefficient 

calculated by this method gives a value around 1.2×107 W/m2K, which is close to the one 

predicted from analytical solution (1.46×107 W/m2K, after correction). 

8.2 Future work 

In comparison with liquid water, argon fluid flow is not realistic, it is desired to 

replace argon molecules with various water molecules under the frame work in Chapter 7 

in the near future. 

Computational efficiency improvement on current CFD-MD coupling library can be 

done by introducing a special region model, which is able to identify those atoms in the 

overlap region. Such that, the computational efficiency could be dramatically improved. 

In addition, only eight rigid water molecules are selected for examining capability of 

simulating properties or any other application in a number of non-equilibrium physical 

processes, it is also urgent to test all the rest water molecule under the same framework 

done shown before, especially the PPC water model which has simple structure 

(definitely save huge computational cost).  

If time is allowed, it is also desired to develop a many-body potential for current 

water models, which contribute 14.5% to internal energy of single water molecule.
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